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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>EPT</td>
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</tr>
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<td>ER</td>
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</tr>
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ABSTRACT

*Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* Dangeard does not have two major phospholipids, PS and PC. This fact renders *C. reinhardtii* a desirable system for investigations of the PE biosynthetic pathway and its regulation independent of PC and PS biosynthesis. The cDNA coding for ECT protein in *C. reinhardtii* was cloned from a cDNA library. The *ECT* cDNA encodes a protein of 443 amino acid residues. The ECT protein in *C. reinhardtii* has a repetitive internal sequence in its N- and C-terminal halves. Each repeat half of the protein has a HXGH motif, a site considered to be in the catalytic domain. The protein has a RTXGVSTTT signature sequence typical of the cytidylyltransferase family. The first 70 amino acid residues appear to be a subcellular targeting signal to mitochondria. The translated product of cloned cDNA was expressed as a fusion protein with maltose-binding protein in *E. coli*, and was shown to have ECT activity. Northern blot analysis showed mRNA abundance is increased by reflagellation. The enzyme requires Mg\(^{2+}\) and pH 7.5 for maximum activity *in vitro*, and it appears to have a sequential reaction mechanism. The activity of the enzyme *in vivo* in *C. reinhardtii* cells changes during the cell cycle while the mRNA level does not change. A cDNA coding for EPT protein was obtained from a *C. reinhardtii* cDNA library. The *EPT* cDNA encodes a protein of 383 amino acid residues. The EPT protein has a signature sequence and a conserved region in the CDP-alcohol phosphatidyltransferase family. Very similar membrane topology was found between the *C. reinhardtii* EPT and the aminoalcoholphosphotransferases from mammals, yeast and plants. A yeast mutant deficient in both cholinephosphotransferase and ethanolaminephosphotransferase was
complemented by the *C. reinhardtii* EPT gene coding for EPT. Enzymatic assays of *C. reinhardtii* EPT from the complemented yeast microsomes demonstrated that the *C. reinhardtii* EPT synthesized PC in the transformed yeast. EPT activity from the transformed yeast or *C. reinhardtii* cells was inhibited nearly identically by unlabeled CDP-choline, CDP-ethanolamine and CMP. This provides evidence that *C. reinhardtii* EPT is capable of catalyzing the final step of phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis, as well as that of phosphatidylethanolamine.
Membrane Lipids of Photosynthetic Organisms

a. Studies of Membrane Lipids in Plants

In addition to a structural role in cellular membranes, membrane lipids play important roles in plant metabolic processes such as photosynthesis, morphology of organelles and tolerance to environmental stresses (Gibson et al., 1994). Membrane lipids also are precursors of signal molecules such as phosphoinositides and jasmonic acid (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991). With a general objective to examine the relationships between lipid composition and biological functions, most studies on membrane lipids have been concentrated on the composition of storage oils and the functions of glycerolipids in stress tolerance, although other aspects of plant physiology and development have been investigated. Since plant membranes are mixtures of many lipid species, the lipid composition varies considerably in various membranes and plant species. This variability makes it difficult to establish a correlation between a specific difference in lipid composition and a particular phenotype. Studies of plant lipid biochemistry with biochemical approaches have been limited since most of the proteins in lipid metabolism are membrane-associated and difficult to purify in an active form (Slabas and Fawcett, 1992; Moore, 1993). In contrast, genetic approaches used to study membrane lipid function have proven very useful. The advent of plant genetic engineering in combination with molecular cloning of the genes encoding enzymes involved in lipid biosynthesis have provided new approaches to study membrane lipid
metabolism and new insights into the improvement of economical traits of certain plant species (Murata and Sommerville, 1993).

b. Phospholipids of Plants

The major phospholipids of photosynthetic organisms are phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidyglycerol (PG) and phosphatidylinositol (PI). Most of these phospholipids are found in all the membranes of plant cells but their relative amounts may vary among various plant species (Harwood, 1980; Moore, 1982). The distribution of phospholipid species also varies in the membranes of organelles. For example, PE is reduced in the chloroplast envelopes when compared with PC, and PS is usually absent from chloroplast membranes. Lipid asymmetry in the thylakoid membranes has been studied extensively (Williams, 1994). PC and PG are more enriched in the stromal leaflet of the thylakoids than in the luminal leaflet. The distribution of phospholipids in organelle membranes from castor bean endosperm demonstrates that the glyoxysomal and mitochondrial membranes are distinctly asymmetric with respect to phospholipids (Cheesbrough and Moore, 1980).

The lipid composition of lower plants has been studied less extensively since they are considered economically less significant in comparison with higher plants, although the study of their lipids may have general significance for understanding the evolution of the whole plant kingdom. The bryophytes, which mainly include mosses and liverworts, have been studied recently with respect to lipid composition. Some unusual phospholipids, fatty acids and polar lipids were found in their membranes (Dembitsky, 1993). The content of phospholipids in various moss and liverwort species varies
considerably, although PC and PG are the main phospholipid species in the bryophytes. A polar lipid, 1(3), 2-diacylglycerol-\(O\)-4′-\(N, N, N\)-trimethyl homoserine (DGTS), was found in some species of bryophytes. DGTS is a betaine lipid and is detected in lower plants, particularly in cryptogamic green plants including pteridophytes, bryophytes and chlorophytes (Sato and Furuya, 1985). It has been suggested that DGTS plays a role similar to that of PC, based on its zwitterionic structure and its concentrations which are generally inversely proportional to PC in those species that possess both PC and DGTS (Brown and Elovson, 1974; Sato, 1988; Sato and Kato, 1988; Eichenberger, 1993; Moore et al., 2001).

The membrane lipids of *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* Dangeard have also been studied with respect to their composition and biosynthesis (Eichenberger, 1976; Janero and Barnett, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1982a, 1982b; Giroud et al., 1988). The major lipids in the membranes of *C. reinhardtii* are monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG), digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGDG), sulfoquinovosyldiacylglycerol (SQDG), DGTS, PG, PE and PI. No PC or PS has been found in the membranes of *C. reinhardtii* (Giroud et al., 1988). MGDG, DGDG, SQDG, PG and PI were found to be of plastidic origin (prokaryotic), while DGTS and PE were from cytoplasmic organelles (eukaryotic). Prokaryotic lipids mainly contained 18:2, 18:3, 16:4 and 16:3, while eukaryotic lipids were rich in 18:1, 18:2, 18:3 and 18:4 fatty acids. During the biosynthesis of each lipid class, all the lipids appear to act individually as substrates for the lipid-linked desaturation of fatty acids since each lipid class has an individual pattern of molecular species. The 18:3 and 18:4 fatty acids were found to be synthesized in the cytoplasm using DGTS and PE as substrates (Giroud et al., 1988).
c. *C. reinhardtii* as a Model Organism for Study of PE Biosynthesis

*C. reinhardtii* has been used as a model organism in molecular and genetic studies of flagellar structure and function, genetics of basal bodies, photosynthesis, chloroplast biogenesis, light perception, cell-cell recognition, and cell cycle control (Rochaix, 1995; Harris, 2001). *C. reinhardtii* facilitates such studies since it has a number of advantages. It is unicellular and eukaryotic. It can grow nonphotosynthetically with acetate as its sole carbon source as well as by photosynthesis. It has a very short life cycle, and both asexual and sexual reproduction. Its genetics is well defined with all three genomes having genetic markers. All three genomes (nuclear, chloroplast and mitochondrial) can be transformed efficiently and conveniently (Boynton et al., 1988; Kindle, 1990; Dunahay, 1993; Shimogawara et al., 1998); and mutant stocks and DNA clones are available (http://www.yale.edu/rosenbaum/chlamy_resources.html); EST clones and genomic sequences have been released recently (http://www.biology.duke.edu/chlamy_genome/index.html, http://genome.jgi-psf.org/chlre1/chlre1.home.html). Like yeast, *C. reinhardtii* has identifiable genetically fixed mating types (*mt*+ and *mt*−) and can be easily crossed. The nuclear genome size is estimated as approximately 1×10⁸ base pairs (Harris, 1989; Rochaix, 1995). The nuclear DNA has a pronounced codon bias which favors codons with C or G in the third position and reflects the high GC content of the genome, about 62% overall in denaturation studies and sequence analysis. Adenosine-rich elements may be found in TATA-resembling boxes upstream of the nuclear genes with adjacent GC-rich stretch. A polyadenylation motif TGTAA may be present in some cases at the 3´ end 10–15 nucleotides upstream of the polyadenylation site (Rochaix, 1995). One general feature of *C. reinhardtii* genes is that many small
introns are often present at high frequency. On average, four introns are located within each kilobase of coding sequence and the average number of introns in each gene is about six with the average intron size of 219 base pairs. Within an average gene, the total sequence contained in introns is nearly equal to the total coding sequence (Silflow, 1998).

*Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* has a unique lipid composition when compared to higher plants. Three major phospholipids, PE, PG and PI, are present in its membranes. Two other major phospholipids, PS and PC, are missing. These facts make *C. reinhardtii* a desirable system for investigations of PE biosynthetic pathway and regulation independent of PC and PS biosynthesis, which often are interrelated with that of PE (Figure 1.1). In particular, the biosynthesis of PE through PS decarboxylation cannot occur, since PS is not present; the base exchange reaction of free ethanolamine with a choline headgroup also cannot take place, since PC does not occur.

**CDP-ethanolamine Pathway**

Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) is a major phospholipid component in the membranes of eukaryotic cells. In addition, PE can be acylated to form N-acylphosphatidylethanolamine which plays a role in protection of membranes during tissue damage and in membrane stabilization during seed germination (Schmid et al., 1990; Chapman and Moore, 1993; Chapman, 2000). PE is also a precursor of the N-acylethanolamine which functions as a neurotransmitter in the brain (Devane et al., 1992). PE was also found as a precursor of the ethanolamine residue linking a glycosylphosphotidylinositol anchor to protein in yeast (Menon and Stevens, 1992, Imhof et al., 2000). PE plays a role in cytokinesis in that the redistribution of PE on the plasma membrane surface may regulate actin cytoskeleton organization and may mediate a
Figure 1.1 The interrelationship between the biosynthetic pathways of PC, PE and PS in eukaryotic cells. EK, ethanolamine kinase; CK, choline kinase; ECT, CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase; CCT, CTP: phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase; EPT, ethanolaminephosphotransferase; CPT, cholinephosphotransferase.
coordinate movement between plasma membrane and actin cytoskeleton to achieve successful cell division (Umeda and Emoto, 1999). Moreover, PE may regulate lipid homeostasis via the sterol regulatory element-binding protein in *Drosophila melanogaster* (Dobrosotskaya et al., 2002).

The CDP-ethanolamine pathway is catalyzed by three enzymes: ethanolamine kinase (EK) [EC 2.7.1.82], CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase (ECT) [EC 2.7.7.14] and diacylglycerol: CDP-ethanolamine ethanolaminephosphotransferase (EPT) [EC 2.7.8.1] (Figure 1.2).

EK catalyzes the phosphorylation of ethanolamine by ATP in the presence of Mg\(^{2+}\), producing phosphoethanolamine and ADP. ECT catalyzes the synthesis of CDP-ethanolamine from CTP and phosphoethanolamine with pyrophosphate as the second product. EPT catalyzes the final reaction of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for the *de novo* synthesis of PE with CMP as the second product. This pathway was first elucidated by Kennedy and Weiss in 1956 in their study of PE biosynthesis using rat liver as the enzyme source, and is referred to as the Kennedy pathway or CDP-ethanolamine pathway (Kennedy and Weiss, 1956).

**a. Ethanolamine Kinase**

**Occurrence and Localization**

The occurrence of ethanolamine kinase was not clearly established until the discovery of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway by Kennedy and Weiss in 1956, although the similar enzyme choline kinase (CK) was discovered earlier in yeast as a cytoplasmic enzyme that was capable of phosphorylating both choline and ethanolamine (Wittenberg and Kornberg, 1953; Kennedy and Weiss, 1956). Since the earliest characterization and
Figure 1.2 CDP-ethanolamine pathway of PE biosynthesis. ATP, adenosine triphosphate; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; CTP, cytidine triphosphate; PPi, pyrophosphate; DAG, diacylglycerol; CMP, cytidine monophosphate.
purification of choline kinase, which were performed using rat tissues, demonstrated that
the enzyme can phosphorylate both choline and ethanolamine, it is believed that both
choline kinase and ethanolamine kinase are the same protein in mammals. Sometimes
the enzyme is collectively called choline/ethanolamine kinase (CK/EK). Therefore, it is
not possible to review ethanolamine kinase without also reviewing choline kinase.

It is now accepted that ethanolamine kinase exists in all eukaryotic cells. In most
cases reported previously, the ethanolamine kinase activity could be recovered in the
supernatant of the tissue or cell homogenates. This indicates that the enzyme is primarily
localized in the cytoplasm.

**Substrate Specificity and Regulation**

It has been a controversy for a long time whether the same enzyme catalyzes the
phosphorylation of both choline and ethanolamine. In yeast, it has been found that the
choline kinase and ethanolamine kinase activities are associated with the same protein
(Hosaka et al., 1989; Kim et al., 1999). In higher plants, the two enzymes appear to be
separate with distinct substrate specificities and activities (Macher and Mudd, 1976;
Wharfe and Harwood, 1979; Monks et al., 1996). In mammals, in most cases both
reactions of choline and ethanolamine phosphorylation may be catalyzed by the same
enzyme (Porter and Kent, 1990, 1992; Ishidate and Nakaszawa, 1992; Uchida and

Most of our knowledge about CK and EK comes from studies that were
conducted using rat kidney, liver and brain. The majority of these studies produced the
consistent conclusion that a major part of CK and EK activities are catalyzed by the same
enzyme in mammalian tissues. However, this does not rule out the possibility for
existence of an ethanolamine-specific kinase that is encoded by a different gene. A few early reports suggested the existence of a separate EK in mammalian species (Weinhold and Rethy, 1974; Brothy et al., 1977; Uchida, 1997), and much higher EK activity than CK activity was found in a partially purified preparation from human liver (Draus et al., 1990). Thus, whether CK and EK have the same identity is directly correlated with the possible independent regulation of CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine pathways in PC and PE biosynthesis in mammals.

Based on the theoretical principles of metabolic regulation in the Kennedy pathway for the synthesis of phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine in mammals, it was proposed that the first two reactions catalyzed by ethanolamine kinase and CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase are rate-limiting steps (Infante, 1977). However, limited evidence was reported to support the rate-limiting role of EK in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in the biosynthesis of phosphatidylethanolamine (McMaster et al., 1992). In contrast, there is considerable evidence that indicates CK can be rate-limiting for PC biosynthesis in a number of situations in which changes in CK activity result in corresponding changes in the rate of PC synthesis (Kent, 1990).

CK/EK has been found inducible in a number of situations (Ishidate, 1989). This may suggest that the enzyme plays a role in the regulation of the CDP-choline or CDP-ethanolamine pathway in PC and PE biosynthesis. In addition, it has been reported that CK/EK can exist in several isoforms in various mammalian tissues and some of these isoforms have been purified (Ishidate et al., 1985; Ishidate, 1997; Aoyama et al., 2002). The physiological significance of the existence of more than one form of the enzyme is not clear. It is known that choline/ethanolamine kinase may exist in at least three
isoforms (alpha1, alpha2 and beta) in mammalian cells. In a recent study, the expression and distribution of the isoforms in mouse tissues using isoform-specific cDNA probes and polyclonal antibodies raised against each N-terminal peptide sequence were examined (Aoyama et al., 2002). Northern- and Western-blot analyses indicated that either the alpha (alpha1 and alpha2) or the beta isoform appeared to be the ubiquitously expressed enzyme. The immunotitration analysis indicated that a considerable part of the active form of the enzyme consists of alpha/beta hetero-oligomers, with relatively small parts of activity expressed by alpha/alpha and beta/beta homo-oligomers. This experiment provided the first evidence that heteromeric CK/EK is present in any source and the activity of CK/EK in the cell is controlled not only by the level of each isoform but also by their combination to form the active oligomer complex.

**Molecular Cloning of Choline/Ethanolamine Kinase Genes**

The first CK gene (CKI) was cloned from yeast in 1989 by complementation of cki mutants (Hosaka et al., 1989). The ORF encodes a protein of 582 amino acids. The transformed *E. coli* cells expressing the cloned gene displayed both CK and EK activities, indicating both activities could be encoded from the same gene in yeast. Since some residual EK activity was observed in the null mutant (cki) in which CKI gene was disrupted, it was suggested that another gene coding for a specific EK might be present. In 1992, a human CK cDNA was cloned by complementation of yeast mutants (cki) (Hosaka et al., 1992). The deduced protein has 456 amino acids. The C-terminal region, but not the N-terminal part, has a similarity to that of yeast CK. A phosphotransferase consensus sequence was found in the C-terminal part of both human and yeast CK, indicating that this region is conserved and may be involved in the catalysis. At the same
time, cloning of a rat CK cDNA (CKR1) was reported by screening a rat liver cDNA library with an antibody raised against highly purified rat liver CK (Uchida and Yamashita, 1992b). The cDNA encodes a protein of 435 amino acids. It is very similar to yeast CK. The enzyme from the cell extract of E. coli expressing the CKR1 was found to have both CK and EK activities. Since the order of mRNA abundance in several rat tissues did not match the order of the activity level in these tissues, it was suggested that the rat cDNA cloned in this study might encode only one of the several CK isoforms in mammalian tissues. Two years later, the second CK cDNA (CKR2) was isolated from rat liver (Uchida, 1994). Since a single copy of CKR gene was revealed in the genome by Southern blot, it was believed that the CKR2 is generated from CKR gene by an alternative splicing. The CKR gene was found to have a variety of putative cis-acting motifs, indicating a potential transcriptional regulation by a number of factors.

In 1994, an EK gene was isolated from Drosophila using an EK-defective mutant (Pavlidis et al., 1994). The cDNA contains an ORF encoding a protein of 495 amino acids. The C-terminal region of the deduced protein has high similarity to that of the CK/EK from yeast, human and rat, and it contains a putative kinase domain. A mutation in the EK gene due to a 2 bp deletion in the mutant cDNA results in a frameshift in the ORF, creating a stop codon within the reading frame. The altered transcript is predicted to produce a protein that contains only the first 260 amino acids of the putative full-length protein. This shorter protein lacked the highly conserved kinase domain in the C-terminus required for enzyme activity. The mutant flies display an easily shocked phenotype (“eas” or paralytic mutants). The eas mutants lose EK activity completely, but have normal CK activity. This study provides direct evidence that EK is different from
CK in *Drosophila*, and the defect in EK activity results in a sensitivity defect in this species. This defect may be due to the reduced ratio of PE/PC in the membranes. This phenomenon may be unique in *Drosophila* since PE comprises about 55% of its total membrane phospholipids, which is much higher than in most other eukaryotic organisms.

In 1996, three choline kinase-like cDNA clones were isolated from soybean using an EST from *Arabidopsis* that displayed sequence homology to mammalian and yeast choline kinases (Monks et al., 1996). Two of the three cDNAs were distinct and each of them shared approximately 32% identity at the predicted amino acid level with the rat choline kinase. A third unique choline kinase-like cDNA was also identified but was not full length. Heterologous expression of the first and second clone in yeast or *E. coli* demonstrated that each had choline kinase activity. In addition to choline, ethanolamine, monomethylethanolamine and dimethylethanolamine could also serve as substrates for the two choline kinase isoforms. Both soybean choline kinase isoforms demonstrated negligible ethanolamine kinase activity. Competitive inhibition assays revealed very distinct differences in their responses to monomethylethanolamine and dimethylethanolamine. These results provide evidence that choline kinase is encoded by a small, multigene family in soybean comprising two or more distinct isoforms that display both similarities and differences with regard to substrate specificity.

In summary, the study on EK/CK has not been conducted as intensively as the second enzyme, ECT, in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway. There is considerable evidence that EK may be rate-limiting in the pathway. Further investigation may help elucidate how much the EK contributes to the regulation of CDP-ethanolamine pathway for PE biosynthesis. These future studies may include: a search for existence of an EK-specific
gene in eukaryotic species, identification of all the isoforms and genes and the role of each isoform in PE biosynthesis, and better understanding of the mechanism of EK induction in various situations of the cells. The molecular cloning of EK isoforms may provide a fundamental tool for studies of the specific roles of each isoform using mutational strategy and corresponding genetic study of the cells in various organisms.

b. CTP: Phosphoethanolamine Cytidyltransferase

ECT and CCT Study in Mammalian and Plant Cells

The three enzymes involved in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway have similar activities to those in the CDP-choline pathway. However, the protein structure and regulatory properties of ECT have been studied much less extensively as compared to the analogous enzyme, CTP: phosphocholine cytidyltransferase (CCT) [EC 2.7.7.15] that catalyzes the second step in the CDP-choline pathway of PC biosynthesis. Although ECT has been assumed to be regulated like CCT, there is accumulating evidence that the control mechanisms for the ECT and CCT activities are different (Vermeulen et al., 1993).

The CDP-choline pathway consists of three enzymes: choline kinase (CK) [EC 2.7.1.32], CCT and cholinephosphotransferase (CPT) [EC 2.7.8.2]. CK and CPT in mammals have been purified and their structures elucidated by analyzing their cDNA clones (Weinhold et al., 1986; Kalmer et al., 1990, 1994). CCT, which catalyzes synthesis of CDP-choline in the CDP-choline pathway, has been extensively studied. It has been established that CCT is a key regulatory enzyme in the CDP-choline pathway (Kent, 1990; Clement and Kent, 1999; Cornell and Northwood, 2000). The sequences have been determined for several mammalian CCT cDNAs (Kalmar et al., 1990;
Rutherford et al., 1993; Sweitzer and Kent, 1994; Kalmar et al., 1994). The CCT gene from yeast has also been sequenced (Tsukagoshi et al., 1987). CCT is an amphitropic enzyme that exists in both an inactive soluble form and an active membrane-bound form. Regulation of the translocation process by changes in the lipid composition of cellular membranes seems to be one of the major mechanisms for the control of CCT activity (Cornell and Northwood, 2000). The exact molecular mechanism is not clear, but, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of CCT appear correlated to the translocation of CCT to membranes; the soluble form is highly phosphorylated, and translocation of CCT to membranes is accompanied by extensive dephosphorylation. The role of phosphorylation of CCT in PC biosynthesis during the cell cycle has been investigated (Jackowski, 1994). In this study, it was concluded that CCT dephosphorylation accelerates PC synthesis in response to increased membrane phospholipid degradation to maintain membrane phospholipid mass during G1 phase, and inactivation of CCT associated with hyperphosphorylation of the protein during G2/M likely plays a role in the cessation of net membrane accumulation prior to cell division. A number of phosphorylation sites have been identified in CCT, and it was found that only serine residues at the C-terminus were phosphorylated (MacDonald and Kent, 1994). The membrane location has been thought to be the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), but in some cases may be nuclear (Morand and Kent, 1989; Watkins and Kent, 1992; Wang et al., 1995). The significance of the nuclear localization of CCT in some cells in terms of cellular regulation of PC synthesis is not clear (Wang et al., 1993). However, recent evidence reveals that the major isoform of CCT, CCT alpha that is localized in the nucleus of many cells, is recruited by signals that stimulate PC synthesis from an inactive
nuclear reservoir to a functional site on the endoplasmic reticulum (Cornell and Northwood, 2000). CCT is thought to have a bipartite structure composed of a N-terminal catalytic domain and an extended C-terminal domain. Between the catalytic domain and the phosphorylation region is a sequence that is predicted to form amphipathic-helices and to interact with the membrane bilayer of activating phospholipids (Craig et al., 1994; Wieder et al., 1994).

CCT cDNAs from plants have been cloned from *Brassica napus, Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Pisum sativum* (Nishida et al., 1996, Choi et al., 1997, Jones et al., 1998). The regulation mechanism of CCT in plants is not clear. It seems that the regulatory elements of the gene in plants differ from those in mammals and its function may be involved in many cellular processes such as cell proliferation and stress responses (Wang and Moore, 1989, 1990; Choi et al., 1997; Choi et al., 2001).

**Previous Study of ECT Subcellular Localization**

It was generally believed that ECT of mammalian cells was a soluble enzyme that did not associate with cellular membranes. This conclusion was based on classical differential centrifugation studies and enzyme-release measurements from digitonin-permeabilized hepatocytes that demonstrated that ECT, unlike CCT, is not associated with cellular organelles (Vermeulen et al., 1993). In 1994, an immunogold electron microscopy study on the cellular localization of ECT in rat liver was performed using a polyclonal affinity-purified antibody against the enzyme (van Helmond et al., 1994). It was concluded that ECT label was concentrated in cisternae of the rough ER. Other cellular organelles, including nuclei, mitochondria and plasma membranes, were only marginally labeled. Double-label experiments for ECT and markers for either soluble or
integral ER proteins suggested a bimodal distribution of ECT between the cisternae of rough ER and the cytosol. These findings led to the suggestion that ECT might reversibly interact with membranes of the ER, and thus bring the enzyme close to the final enzyme of this pathway, ethanolaminephosphotransferase, which is known to be an integral microsomal protein (Vance and Vance, 1988). Unlike these investigations, in castor bean endosperm ECT was found to be located in both the mitochondria and the ER (Wang and Moore, 1991; Tang and Moore, 1997). In these studies using castor bean endosperm, the highest activity was found to be mitochondrial and tightly bound to the outer membrane of this organelle. No soluble activity was found. These findings indicate that the subcellular localization of ECT enzyme may be different between mammals and plants. This may further imply that the regulation model proposed for mammalian systems is unlikely to apply for plants. The study of ECT regulation in plant cells may help clarify this difference in regulation of ECT activity in different organisms.

**Possible ECT Regulation Mechanisms in Mammalian Cells**

A number of studies have concentrated on which step(s) in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway could provide an important contribution to the overall metabolic regulation of the process. On the basis of theoretical considerations, it was suggested that both the first reaction, catalyzed by ethanolamine kinase, and the second catalyzed by ECT, could be regulatory steps in rat liver (Infante, 1977). Exposure of hepatocytes to increasing concentrations of ethanolamine results in enhanced entry of labeled glycerol into PE and this was accompanied by a considerable increase in the pool size of phosphoethanolamine while the pool size of CDP-ethanolamine remained constant (Sundler and Akesson, 1975). These observations suggest that the reaction catalyzed by ECT is likely to be a
potential regulatory site in PE biosynthesis via the CDP-ethanolamine route. Studies by Tijburg et al (Tijburg et al., 1987) provided further evidence for such a role of ECT by showing that exposure of hepatocytes to phorbol esters led to an increased rate of incorporation of labeled ethanolamine into PE, increased activity of ECT, a reduction in the pool size of phosphoethanolamine, and an enhanced conversion of CDP-ethanolamine into PE. It appears that under most conditions the supply of CDP-ethanolamine is a principal factor controlling the rate of PE synthesis.

In the case of CCT, it has been found that the subcellular organization of the enzyme is a major factor in regulating the activity of this enzyme and that of the CDP-choline pathway (Kent, 1995). The soluble form of CCT appears to represent an inactive reservoir from which the enzyme can rapidly and reversibly translocate to cellular membranes or the nuclear envelope where it becomes activated by interactions with lipids (Vance, 1996; Cornell and Northwood, 2000). A comparable translocation mechanism for regulation of the activity of ECT, the putative key-regulatory enzyme in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway, was thought to be unlikely as it was generally accepted that ECT of mammalian cells was a fully soluble enzyme that did not bind significantly to membranes. In addition, the activity of ECT is not stimulated by interactions with lipids (Vermeulen et al., 1993). However, the immunogold electron microscopy studies which demonstrated that ECT was present predominantly in rough ER-rich areas of hepatocytes, and that within these areas the enzyme partitioned between ER membranes and the cytosol, suggest otherwise (van Hellemond et al., 1994). An early observation that phosphoethanolamine formed from exogenous ethanolamine did not freely equilibrate with the endogenous liver phosphoethanolamine pool has indicated that the product of the
ethanolamine kinase reaction may be specifically channeled towards ECT (Sundler, 1973). Since the final enzyme in this pathway, ethanolaminephosphotransferase, is an integral microsomal enzyme, reversible binding of ECT to the membrane could play a key role in the regulation of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway. The compartmentalization of the aqueous precursors in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway was supported by a recent study (Shiao and Vance, 1995).

**Early Characterization of ECT Protein**

In 1975, ECT was purified 1000-fold from a post-microsomal fraction of rat liver by Sundler (Sundler, 1975). Vermeulen et al (1993) purified ECT to homogeneity from rat liver and got a 1400-fold purification of ECT with a final specific activity of 6.5 \( \mu \text{mol/min/mg} \). Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis under denaturing and reducing conditions showed the presence of a single protein band with an estimated molecular mass of 49.6 kDa. In yeast, the presence of the same enzyme activity was reported (Nikawa et al., 1983), but the properties and regulation of the enzyme remain unclear. The ECT purified by Sundler showed a sharp pH optimum at 7.8, with a broader one around 6 with lower maximal activity (Sundler, 1975). This may indicate that ECT contains a second binding site for phosphoethanolamine. The requirement of ECT for a divalent cation was found to be absolute with \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) at 5 to 10 mM being most efficient; the activity of ECT was reduced if \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) was replaced by optimal concentrations of \( \text{Mn}^{2+}, \text{Ca}^{2+} \) or \( \text{Co}^{2+} \) while other divalent cations, including, \( \text{Ba}^{2+}, \text{Zn}^{2+}, \text{Cd}^{2+}, \text{Ni}^{2+} \), were not effective. The \( K_m \) values were 65 and 53 \( \mu \text{M} \) for phosphoethanolamine and CTP, respectively. An ordered sequential reaction mechanism was proposed with CTP being the first substrate to bind to the enzyme and CDP-ethanolamine the last product to be
released (Sundler, 1975). PE biosynthesis in castor bean endosperm has been well studied (Sparace et al., 1981; Shin and Moore, 1990a, 1990b; Wang and Moore, 1991, Tang and Moore, 1997). It was shown that about 80% of the ECT activity occurs in mitochondria and the rest in ER. The mitochondrial location of ECT was detected largely in outer membrane fractions. Both mitochondrial and ER ECT require cations for activity with Mg$^{2+}$ preferred over Mn$^{2+}$ and Ca$^{2+}$. The optimal pH was 6.5 for both mitochondrial and ER ECTs. The apparent $K_m$ values for phosphoethanolamine were 143 and 83 µM and those for CTP were 125 and 101 µM for the mitochondrial and ER activities, respectively (Wang and Moore, 1991).

**Molecular Cloning of the ECT Gene**

The ECT gene or its cDNA has been cloned to date from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (*ECT1*) (Min-Seok et al., 1996), *Homo sapiens* (cDNA) (Nakashima et al., 1997) and *Rattus norvegicus* (cDNA) (Bladergroen et al., 1999). The human ECT protein (389 amino acids) was found to have 34% identity to the yeast protein (323 amino acids), while rat ECT (404 amino acids) was 88% identical to that of human. Both human and rat ECTs are longer than the yeast ECT protein in both the N-and the C-terminal regions. There is a large repetitive sequence in the N- and C-terminal halves of human, rat and yeast ECT. Both parts of the repetitive sequence contain the HXGH motif, which is also present in the most conserved region of the N-terminus of members of the cytidylyltransferase superfamily (Bork et al., 1995) as well as class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Delarue and Moras, 1993). Because this motif is thought to be associated with the active site of these proteins (Park et al., 1997), two catalytic domains could be predicted for ECT. This is consistent with earlier observations from kinetic
studies with purified rat liver (Vermeulen et al., 1994) as well as the pH profile by Sundler (1975). In the first study, two $K_m$ values for the binding of phosphoethanolamine to ECT were found suggesting the existence of two binding sites for phosphoethanolamine, and the second study demonstrated two pH optima, consistent with this interpretation. In addition, the sequence RTQXGVSTT, which was considered a signature sequence for the cytidylytransferase family (Park et al., 1997), is found in the ECT of all three organisms.

The hydropathy profiles of all three cloned ECTs (yeast, rat and human) show that the overall amino acid sequence is predominantly hydrophilic. There was no prediction of either hydrophobic helical regions long enough to span a lipid bilayer or amphipathic helical structures. Although immunogold electron microscopy studies indicated that rat ECT is enriched in areas rich in rough ER (Van Hellemont et al., 1994), and there is preliminary evidence that yeast ECT might be associated directly with the ER membrane (Min-Seok et al., 1996), it is unlikely that ECT protein in rat, yeast or human interacts with the lipid component of the ER membrane since the overall sequence of ECT proteins is hydrophilic and does not contain amphipathic $\alpha$-helix domains. It has been suggested that ECT may associate with the ER membrane through protein-protein interaction with one of the proteins in the membrane, e.g. the final enzyme in this CDP-ethanolamine pathway, EPT, permitting the efficient channeling of intermediates involved in the pathway for PE biosynthesis (Bladergroen et al., 1998). The mechanism for the putative interaction of ECT with ER membrane or ER-membrane protein remains to be elucidated.

Up to now, there is little information on regulation of PE synthesis or ECT
activity at the level of gene expression. It was observed that the amount of \( ECT \) mRNA, as expressed relative to the abundance of \( \beta \)-actin mRNA, increased during the development of rat liver, indicating that rat ECT might be regulated at the level of mRNA expression (Bladergroen et al., 1999). How this enhanced ECT mRNA level influences ECT activity is unclear. In this study, it was suggested that ECT activity may be regulated both pre- and post-translationally since the changes in measured ECT activity did not completely match those in \( ECT \) mRNA levels. The mechanisms for these possible regulatory steps remain to be determined.

No ECT cDNA has been cloned from plants. The molecular cloning of ECT cDNA should be the first step in elucidating the relationship between the structure and the function of ECT. The availability of the ECT sequence would allow the future characterization of the protein and the manner in which its activity is regulated. It would be interesting to know if the plant ECT gene has the same structure as that in yeast or mammalian cells, and if it is regulated in the same way as proposed to other species.

Overall, progress in the understanding of ECT has been much less than that of the simultaneously discovered CCT enzyme. However, recent studies have revealed a number of new metabolic roles of PE in eukaryotic cells, including production of second messengers in signal transduction, formation of the phosphoethanolamine bridge that links the glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchor to surface glycoproteins of eukaryotes, generation of \( N \)-acyethanolamine that functions in neurotransmission of brain, regulation of cytokinesis and mediation of lipid homeostasis (Mukherjee et al., 1996; Menon and Stevens, 1992; Devane et al., 1992; Umeda and Emoto, 1999; Dobrosotskaya et al., 2002). This has increased interest in the study of PE metabolism and its regulation in
c. DAG:CDP-ethanolamine Ethanolaminephosphotransferase

**Discovery, Localization and Purification**

CDP-ethanolamine: 1, 2-diacylglycerol ethanolaminephosphotransferase (EPT) catalyzes the final reaction of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for the *de novo* synthesis of PE. It was first described by Kennedy and Weiss in their original study of the role of cytidine nucleotides in the synthesis of phospholipids (Kennedy and Weiss, 1956). Less progress has been made in studying the biological function of EPT and PE synthesis than that in studying the enzymes in the Kennedy pathway for PC synthesis, mainly due to the limited knowledge about the biological roles of PE. PC has been shown to be an effective source of signaling molecules and its roles in the biogenesis of several major metabolites in mammalian cells and tissues have been verified. In addition, the phenomena associated with choline deprivation are well-established. In contrast, there are no known biological phenomena associated with ethanolamine deprivation and until recently very few studies have explored the role of PE as a source of lipid-derived second messengers. No eukaryotic cells have been found as ethanolamine auxotrophs, presumably their CDP-ethanolamine pathway precursors are derived through metabolism of sphingolipids (Spiegel and Merrill, 1996).

EPT activity has been found in all eukaryotic cells. The tissue distribution of EPT specific activity in mammals revealed the highest levels in the liver and brain, then in intestine and the lowest in skeletal muscle (Coleman and Bell, 1977). In eukaryotic cells, the majority of *de novo* PE synthesis is via the CDP-ethanolamine pathway although the PS decarboxylation and base exchange reaction may contribute to various extents.
(Sundler et al., 1974; Zelinski and Choy, 1982; Tijburg et al., 1988; McMaster and Choy, 1992; Achleitner et al., 1995). EPT is absent in prokaryotes which synthesize PE exclusively via the decarboxylation of PS (McMaster and Bell, 1997).

The site of PE biosynthesis is usually determined by the intracellular location of EPT enzyme. EPT activity has been found consistently associated with the microsomal membrane fraction. Most studies show that EPT locates in the ER. However, variable contributions from other organelles, such as the Golgi, have been reported, depending on the subcellular fractionation and enzyme assay methods used (Vance and Vance, 1988). An integral membrane localization of EPT has been suggested based on the observation that EPT activity cannot be obtained from biological membranes without adding detergents that usually completely dissolve the membrane bilayer and by supplementing the dilution medium with phospholipids and adding Mn$^{2+}$ ions to the dispersion buffer the stability of EPT was increased (Mancini et al., 1993). Results consistent with the integral membrane location of EPT in mammalian cells were obtained with the EPT enzyme of the *S. cerevisiae* (EPT1). It was shown that EPT1 has an absolute requirement for phospholipids and contains seven transmembrane domains predicted at its deduced amino acid sequence level (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a; Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991b; McMaster et al., 1996). Results from studies using protease in treatment of the hepatic microsomal membranes indicated that both EPT and CPT active sites faced the cytoplasm and biosynthesis of PE and PC occurs asymmetrically on the cytoplasmic surface of the ER (Vance et al., 1977; Coleman and Bell, 1978).

EPT has not been purified from any cell type mainly because of the complications from solubilization and the subsequent activity recovery by the addition of lipids or the
removal of excess detergent. Since EPT is an integral membrane protein, the early step in purification usually requires the complete solubilization of the lipids in the biological membranes for extraction. However, EPT activity is sensitive to detergents which generally inactivate the enzyme activity completely. Although several attempts to reconstitute the activity after membrane solubilization have succeeded, the enzyme is labile and not suitable for the numerous column chromatography steps required for the preparation of a pure protein (Tijburg et al., 1989b; Mancini et al., 1993). It may be anticipated that the purification may be improved when the EPT cDNA is available through overexpression of the protein with an appropriate affinity tag in a proper host organism.

**Substrate Specificity and Regulation**

It is generally believed that EPT does not regulate the rate of PE synthesis in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway, and PE synthesis is regulated at the level of ECT (Sundler and Akesson, 1975; Tijburg et al., 1988). It may be predicted that the supply of CDP-ethanolamine should affect the steady-state levels of EPT activity *in vivo*. However, by changing the supply of the other substrate for EPT, diacylglycerol, the PE synthesis was found limited. Decreasing diacylglycerol levels by treatment of hepatocytes with glucagon or cAMP analogues decreased PE synthesis via the CDP-ethanolamine pathway, which is consistent with a rate-limiting role for EPT (Tijburg et al., 1989a). Consistent results also were obtained in a study of the CDP-choline pathway for PC synthesis, and showed that diacylglycerol levels inhibited by glucagon or cAMP mediation were able to limit PC synthesis at the level of cholinephosphotransferase, not at the level of CTP: phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (Jamil et al., 1992).
There has been evidence to show that EPT and CPT are separate enzymes with distinct activities in animal cells. The partially purified phosphotransferases from ion-exchange chromatography displayed a higher sensitivity than microsomal phosphotransferases to exogenous phospholipids and showed an absolute requirement for divalent cations. Upon purification, cholinephosphotransferase was more stable to heat treatment than ethanolaminephosphotransferase. The two enzymes exhibited distinct pH optima and responded differently to exogenous phospholipids (O et al., 1989). Genetic evidence obtained through the isolation of hamster ovary cells defective in EPT activity revealed that EPT is encoded by a gene different from CPT (Polokoff et al., 1981). In this study, the enzyme assays of these mutant cells showed a six-fold decrease in EPT activity while CPT activity was unaffected.

Most of our knowledge about EPT regulation has been obtained from the study of the enzyme in *S. cerevisiae*. Yeast has both a cholinephosphotransferase (CPT1) and an ethanolaminephosphotransferase (EPT1), which are encoded by two genetic loci, *CPT1* and *EPT1*, respectively. EPT1 can be cosolubilized with its substrate diacylglycerol by using the detergent Triton X-100 for the formation of mixed micelles. Yeast mutants (*ept1*) defective in EPT1 activity combined with analysis of the enzyme activity have allowed for the characterization of substrate specificities (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a; McMaster et al., 1996). It was observed that yeast EPT1 was able to efficiently utilize CDP-ethanolamine, CDP-monomethylethanolamine, CDP-dimethylethanolamine and CDP-choline. The broad range of substrate specificity suggested that the EPT1 in yeast might synthesize both PE and PC *in vivo*. However, *in vivo* labeling studies using yeast mutants (*ept1, cpt1*) defective in either EPT1 or CPT1 showed that the EPT1 utilized
CDP-ethanolamine almost exclusively and only about 5% of net PC synthesis was from the contribution of EPT1 and this PC synthesis was decreased by addition of ethanolamine to the media (McMaster and Bell, 1994; McGee et al., 1994). This implies that the cellular levels of CDP-ethanolamine affect the PC synthesis by EPT1. Studies using the CPT1/EPT1 chimeric enzyme indicated that the domain conferring the EPT1 selectivity in PE synthesis matched the CDP-aminoalcohol binding domain and that enzyme recognition of the fatty acyl moieties of the DAG substrate and phospholipid activator were fundamentally different (McMaster and Bell, 1994; Hjelmstad et al., 1994). These studies also suggested the involvement of discontinuous protein segments participating in the interaction with phospholipid cofactors based on the analysis of chimeric enzyme dependence on phospholipid activators. It is possible that some other factors may also contribute to the control of EPT1 in PC synthesis. A recent study suggested that intracellular diacylglycerol pools are not equally accessible to both EPT and CPT of fibroblasts (Igal and Coleman, 1996).

An essential requirement for divalent cations by the EPT1 in yeast was reported and among the cations tested only Mg$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$ were found able to stimulate the enzyme activity (Hjelmstad and bell, 1991b; McMaster et al., 1996). Similar cation activation profiles for mammalian EPT activity were observed (Tijburg et al., 1989a). The precise mechanism of cation activation is not known. Several possibilities have been proposed including formation of a complex between CDP-ethanolamine and cation, and interactions between cation and a specific region of the enzyme (McMaster and Bell, 1997). Studies using the CPT1/EPT1 chimeric enzymes demonstrated that disparate regions of the protein other than those in the active site were required for cation
activation (McMaster et al., 1996). The role of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in EPT activity in yeast has not been investigated.

An absolute requirement for phospholipids by EPT has been reported in yeast and one or more distinct phospholipid binding sites in the enzyme were predicted (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991b; McMaster et al., 1996). These studies showed that the specific activity of EPT1 with either CDP-ethanolamine or CDP-choline as substrate is affected by the phospholipids present in the mixed micelle. PC is an efficient activator of EPT1 regardless of whether the substrate is CDP-ethanolamine or CDP-choline. In contrast, PE is a weak activator of EPT1 but a better activator of CPT1 enzyme. This difference in phospholipid activation profiles by PC and PE would allow for a model that predicted that an increase in PE production would result in a decreased efficiency for use of CDP-ethanolamine over CDP-choline. The local concentrations of PE and PC both as the products of EPT1 dual activity in the vicinity of EPT1 enzyme would be expected to have dramatic effects on its activity. Thus, product formation may affect substrate specificity in vivo. The structural requirements for lipid activation of EPT1, which are identical to those for CPT1, include a phosphoester bond at the sn-3 position, proper intercalation of the head group into the surface of the micelle, and differences in activation ability based on head group specificity (McMaster et al., 1996). It has been observed that EPT is inhibited by one of its products, CMP, in both mammals and yeast (Tijburg et al., 1989a; Mancini et al., 1993; Hjelmstad et al., 1994). The physiological significance of this inhibition by CMP is not known.

The two enzymes, CPT and EPT, seem to be distinct in their activities in PC and PE synthesis of yeast and animals (Bell and Coleman, 1980; Percy et al., 1984).
However, it has been unclear whether CPT, EPT or both in higher plants could utilize both CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine to synthesize the corresponding PC or PE. A number of early studies have indicated a single enzyme is capable of synthesizing both PC and PE in higher plants (Macher and Mudd, 1974; Lord, 1975; Sparace et al., 1981; Justin et al., 1985). The convincing evidence for the dual functional activities of single enzyme in PC and PE synthesis in plants is from the recent molecular cloning of several plant aminoalcoholphosphotransferase cDNAs and characterization of the expressed enzyme in yeast mutants deficient in both CPT1 and EPT1 activities (Dewey et al., 1994; Goode and Dewey, 1999). In these studies, it was demonstrated that both PC and PE could be synthesized by a single enzyme that utilized both CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine as substrates.

**Molecular Cloning and Characterization**

The first EPT gene was isolated from *S. cerevisae* (*EPT1*) by using yeast mutants defective in EPT activity and complementation of the mutants with a yeast library (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1988, 1991a). Only one *EPT1* gene was found in the yeast and *in vitro* EPT1 activity was demonstrated (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a; McMaster and Bell, 1994). In 1994, a cDNA coding for an aminoalcoholphosphotransferase in soybean (AAPT1) was cloned with notably high cholinephosphotransferase activity (Dewey et al., 1994). The deduced amino acid sequence of soybean AAPT1 was equally similar to both EPT1 and CPT1 sequence of yeast. The substrate specificity of the AAPT1 *in vivo* has not been investigated. In 1999, two cDNAs (*AtAAPT1, AtAAPT2*) coding for two EPT isoforms in *A. thaliana* were isolated (Goode and Dewey, 1999). The substrate specificities of the two enzymes (*AtAAPT1* and *AtAAPT2*) were defined after they were
expressed in a yeast strain deficient in aminoalcoholphosphotransferase activities. It was found that although each isoform was able to incorporate both CDP-ethanolamine and CDP-choline into PE and PC, respectively, AtAAPT2 has a greater preference for CDP-choline over CDP-ethanolamine in comparison to AtAAPT1. AtAAPT1 demonstrated similar degrees of inhibition by \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) and CMP to a soybean AAPT1 that was characterized previously by the same group (Dewey et al., 1994), while AtAAPT2 was inhibited to a lesser degree by these factors. All three aminoalcoholphosphotransferases were found capable of catalyzing the reverse reaction producing CDP-choline and diacylglycerol from PC in the presence of CMP. Transgenic tobacco overexpressing the soybean AAPT1 cDNA had only slight increases in enzyme activity, indicating the possible presence of posttranscriptional regulation (Goode and Dewey, 1999). A human choline/ethanolaminephosphotransferase cDNA (hCPT/EPT1) was also cloned and characterized (Henneberry and McMaster, 1999). The ORF encoded a 416 amino acid protein containing seven membrane-spanning domains. An amphipathic helix was predicted in the active site of the enzyme with the last two aspartic acid residues in the CDP-alcohol phosphotransferase motif, D-G-x(2)-A-R-x(8)-G-x(3)-D-x(3)-D, located in this helix. The enzyme from hCPT/EPT1-expressed in a yeast strain devoid of both CPT1 and EPT1 activities was able to utilize both CDP-ethanolamine and CDP-choline as substrates in synthesis of PE and PC both \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}. The cDNAs coding for two aminoalcoholphosphotransferase isoforms in Chinese cabbage (\textit{Brassica campestris} L. var. \textit{pekinensis} Makino) (AAPT1 and AAPT2) have also been cloned (Min et al., 1997; Choi et al., 2000). A 95\% identity was found between the two isoforms at the level of deduced amino acids. It was demonstrated that isoform AAPT2 was regulated.
temporally and upregulated by low temperature by use of an RT-PCR test. An aminoalcoholphosphotransferase (AAPT1) from *Brassica napus* was also cloned and characterized with results indicating that expression of *Brassica napus* AAPT1 in transgenic *Arabidopsis* increased tolerance to abscisic acid and low-temperature stress (Qi et al., 2003).

The availability of the *EPT1* gene sequence in yeast has allowed for the precise analysis of the gene structure in comparison to the similar gene *CPT1* (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991b). There is 56% amino acid sequence identity between EPT1 and CPT1. The predicted structure of EPT1 protein is very similar to that of CPT1 with respect to membrane topography, transmembrane asymmetry, and features of secondary structure, suggesting a structural basis for location of the EPT1 active site on the cytoplasmic side of microsomal vesicles, and an evolutionary relationship between the functionally related EPT1 and CPT1 proteins. The *EPT1* gene was found to contain an intron near its 5’ end and a single 1.4 kb transcript was detected. The intron contains splicing signals at each end typical of those in yeast. The analogous splicing signals were also found in the counterpart *CPT1* gene and these introns in both *EPT1* and *CPT1* genes disrupt the same codon at the same site, indicating the two genes may have arisen from a duplication event. The *EPT1* gene has several TATA elements upstream of the coding region as well as two consensus transcription termination sequences in the 3’ flanking region. Abundance of the *EPT1* transcript was decreased by the addition of inositol to the media (Morash et al., 1994). In yeast, inositol is a general regulator of many genes at the level of transcription in the biogenesis of fatty acids and phospholipids through the activation of inositol-regulated transcription factors which bind to the motif CATGTGAAAA.
(Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a). The \textit{EPT1} gene contains this motif with one substitution, CATGAGAA. However, inositol-dependent transcriptional regulation of the \textit{EPT1} gene was not observed in CPT1-defective mutants (\textit{cpt1}), suggesting a coordinate regulation may exist between the two genes (Morash et al., 1994). The CDP-aminoalcohol-binding domain of EPT1 protein was found similar to many other phospholipids-synthesizing enzymes, each of which catalyzes the formation of a phosphoester bond from a CDP-alcohol and a second alcohol with the release of CMP. A conserved motif, which was designated the CDP-alcohol phosphotransferase motif, D-G-x(2)-A-R-x(8)-G-x(3)-D-x(3)-D, was contained in the active site of EPT1. This motif is conserved in all enzymes that catalyze the same type of reaction and is considered to be diagnostic of this reaction.

EPT has not been purified from any cell type. The isolation of yeast mutants defective in both CPT1 and EPT1 activities has provided an effective means for isolation and characterization of mammalian and plant aminoalcohol phosphotransferase genes. The biological functions of PE other than being a major membrane component in maintaining membrane integrity recently have been studied more intensively. The studies of the EPT functions will help further elucidate the role of phospholipid composition and function during growth and development of eukaryotic organisms.

The objective of this research was to obtain the cDNA and genomic sequence of the two genes that code for the two proteins, ECT and EPT, from \textit{C. reinhardtii}, and to characterize the products of the two genes in terms of their structure, function and regulation in \textit{C. reinhardtii} cells.
CHAPTER 2
INVESTIGATIONS ON CTP: PHOSPHOETHANOLAMINE CYTIDYLYLTRANSFERASE

Materials and Methods

Restriction endonucleases and other DNA modifying enzymes were from New England BioLabs (Massachusetts, USA). Primers were made by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Indiana, USA). CTP, phosphoethanolamine and CDP-ethanolamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All other chemicals were of reagent grade.

a. cDNA Library Preparation

A cDNA library in plasmids was prepared from the core cDNA library in Lambda Zap II phage purchased from the Chlamydomonas Genomics Project (Duke University, North Carolina, USA). The cDNAs in Lambda Zap II phage were transformed in \textit{E. coli} by using a ZAP-cDNA Synthesis Kit (Stratagene, Valencia, CA) as described by the manufacturer. \textit{E. coli} colonies were pooled for plasmid preparations that were used as templates in PCR-based cDNA cloning of ECT.

b. cDNA Cloning and DNA Sequencing

Rat and human ECT protein sequences (accession numbers NP_446020 and NP_002852) were used to search the \textit{C. reinhardtii} expressed sequence tag (EST) database (http://www.biology.duke.edu/chlamy_genome) to find highly homologous EST clones (see Appendix Table A1). These EST clones were assembled into two separate contigs that corresponded to the N- and C-terminal sequences of ECT in human, rat and yeast. The translated contig sequences were then compared to the human, rat and yeast
ECT protein sequences in GenBank confirming that the contig had a high degree of similarity to these ECT proteins. The two contigs contain putative start and stop codons, based on the translated sequence analysis. Primers were designed to clone the coding region of cDNA from the library prepared above. The primers that successfully produced the correct cDNA by PCR included forward primers 5’-TGA ACC GCG GTA ACC AAG CT-3’, 5’-ATG GTC TTA CTC GAT TCG GTC-3’, and reverse primers 5’-GCA TCA GTA ACC CTC ACA CG-3’ and 5’-CAA CTC CTG CAC GTA CTG CTT-3’.

The PCR products spanning the complete ECT cDNA coding region were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis and extracted from the gel using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA). The purified DNA fragments were sequenced on both strands using Applied Biosystems BigDye terminators (Foster City, CA, USA). The degenerate primers for sequencing the cDNA included forward primers 5’-CAC CAA GCA CCG GAT AGA TT-3’ and 5’-ACC TGC CCA TCA GAA CCT-3’, and reverse primers 5’-AAT CTA TCC GGT GCT TGG TG-3’ and 5’-AGG TTC ATG ATG GGC AGG T-3’, together with the primers used in the PCR. The 3’ untranslated regions (UTR) were obtained by PCR using a pBluescript-KS vector-based primer, 5’-GTA AAA CGA CGG CCA GTG AAT-3’, and a gene specific primer at the 3’ end before the stop codon, 5’-ACC TGC CCA TCA TGA ACC T-3’, and sequencing of the PCR fragment. In addition, contig alignment of the complete coding sequence of ECT cDNA and the ESTs for the ECT gene in the C. reinhardtii EST database was performed for 3’ UTR and 5’ UTR sequences. The complete coding region was also sequenced on both strands of the PCR product and was checked after it was cloned into an E. coli expression vector pMAL-c2X (New England BioLabs).
c. Sequence Analysis

Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences were compared with sequences in the databases at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) by using the BLAST program (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) (Altschul et al., 1990). Sequence analysis, alignments and phylograms were obtained by using the multiple sequence alignment programs from the European Bioinfomatics Institute EMBL-EBI server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). The Prosite database from EBI server (http://ca.expasy.org/prosite/) was used to find putative consensus motifs for specific domains in ECT.

d. Expression of ECT cDNA in Escherichia coli

Construction of MAL-fusion Protein

Two primers were designed with an adapter sequence of EcoRI or HindIII that amplified the complete coding region of cDNA. They were forward 5′-CGG AAT TCA TGG TCT TAC TCG AT-3′ and reverse 5′-CCC AAG CTT TTC ACA ACT CCT GCA C-3′. The PCR product of 1.3 kb from these primers was digested with EcoRI and HindIII and then cloned into the EcoRV/HindIII site of an E.coli expression vector pMAL-c2X (New England BioLabs). The construct, designated as pMAL-ECT, was sequenced to confirm the correct translation frame. Competent E. coli DH5α cells were transformed with pMAL-ECT. The fusion protein was produced by the transformed E. coli grown at 37°C in Luria-Bertani medium containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin, and induced at an $A_{600}$ of 0.7 with 0.2 mM isopropylthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). After induction at 30°C for 12 h, the cells were harvested and the fusion protein purified with a pMAL protein fusion and purification system as described by the supplier (New England BioLabs). Cell
extracts of the IPTG-treated and untreated cells, plus purified fusion protein, were used for protein analyses. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed in 10% polyacrylamide mini-slab gels. Proteins were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Protein concentration was determined by the dye-binding method using Bio-Rad protein assay kits (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) with bovine serum albumin as a standard (Bradford, 1976).

**ECT Activity Assay**

ECT enzyme activity was measured as described (Sundler, 1975) in 50 µL final volume containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM DTT, 2 mM CTP, 2 mM phosphoethanolamine and 20 µL cell extract (30 µg *E. coli* protein) or 10 µL of purified protein (15 µg). The mixture was incubated at 30°C for 30 min or as otherwise specified. The reaction was stopped by boiling for 5 min. The products were separated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on a Silica Gel 60 plate (E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) with 100% ethanol: 0.5% NaCl: 25% NH₄OH (50:50:5 by volume) as the developing solvent. After development, the plates were air-dried and then sprayed with ninhydrin contained in butanol. Spots corresponding to CDP-ethanolamine and phosphoethanolamine were detected by their bright purple color as compared with standards run on the same plates.

**e. Southern and Northern Blot Analyses**

Genomic DNA from *C. reinhardtii* wild type 137C was isolated as described (Rochaix, 1978). Five µg of genomic DNA were digested with restriction endonucleases (New England BioLabs), resolved on an 0.8% agarose gel, transferred to a Nytran membrane (Schleicher and Schuell, Keene, New Hampshire), and hybridized with a
radiolabeled probe derived from the 0.4 kb PCR fragment of the 3’ coding region of cDNA using primers, forward 5’-ACCTGCCCATCATGAACCT-3’ and reverse 5’-CAACTCCTGCACGTACTGCTT-3’. The DNA transfer, hybridization and washes were as described (Sambrook et al., 1989). For Northern blots, cells of 137C strain were grown on Tris-acetate phosphate (TAP) medium with a 12-h /12-h light-dark cycle until the cell density reached ~10^7 cells per ml. The cells were deflagellated by pH shock (Witman et al., 1972). The flagella were removed and the cells resuspended in fresh TAP for reflagellation. Cell samples were taken at different times during reflagellation for total RNA isolation. Total RNA was isolated as described (Thompson and Mosig, 1984). Thirty µg of total RNA were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel containing formaldehyde, transferred to a Nytran membrane, and hybridized to the same probe used in the Southern blot as described (Sambrook et al., 1989).

**f. Cell Fractionation with Sequential Centrifugation**

The cell wall-deficient mutant strain of *C. reinhardtii* CC-406 cw15 (*mt*) was grown in Tris-minimal phosphate medium (Harris, 1989) at 22°C, with bubbling of 5% CO₂ in air under continuous light. The cells were harvested in log phase by centrifugation at 1,000g at 4°C for 10 min, washed once with cold 20 mM Hepes-KOH (pH 7.5) at 4°C, and concentrated with a final centrifugation. The cellular fractionation was performed by sequential centrifugation of homogenates as described by Moore et al (Moore et al., 2001). All centrifugations were performed at 4°C, and the samples were kept on ice in all steps of the procedure. The protein concentration in each fraction was determined by the Bradford method using BSA as the standard (Bradford, 1976).

The cellular fractions were identified by the use of the marker enzymes Rubisco
for chloroplasts (Spreitzer et al., 1988), fumarase for mitochondria (Walk and Hock, 1977), and diacylglycerol: CDP-choline cholinephosphotransferase for endoplasmic reticulum (Moore, 1976). The ECT assay was conducted as described above except 100 µg protein and 30 µM ^14^C-phosphoethanolamine (54 mCi/mmol) were used in the reaction. The radiolabeled CDP-ethanolamine produced in the enzyme assays was quantitated using liquid scintillation spectrometry after being recollected from the TLC plates.

g. Enzyme Activity during Cell Cycle

The cells of *C. reinhardtii* 137C were grown in Tris-minimal phosphate medium (Harris, 1989) at 22°C, with bubbling of 5% CO₂ in air with a 12-h/12-h light-dark cycle. After five days of cell growth under synchronization, samples of cells were taken at various times during a cell cycle. The total RNA and protein were isolated as described (Thompson and Mosig, 1984; Moyano et al., 1992). The Northern blot of total RNA and ECT enzyme assays were performed as described above.

h. Enzyme Activity at Different pH, Cations and Substrate Concentrations

The cell wall-deficient mutant strain of *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (*mt*) was grown in Tris-minimal phosphate medium (Harris, 1989) at 22°C, with bubbling of 5% CO₂ in air under continuous light. The cells were harvested in log phase by centrifugation at 1,000 g at 4°C for 10 min, washed once with cold 20 mM Hepes-KOH (pH 7.5) at 4°C, and concentrated with a final centrifugation. The total protein was isolated as described (Moyano et al., 1992). The protein concentration was determined by the Bradford method using BSA as the standard (Bradford, 1976). The fumarase activity of the protein preparations was measure as described (Walk and Hock, 1977).
The incorporation of $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine (54 mCi/mmol) into $^{14}$C-CDP-ethanolamine was measured within 60 min in an ECT-catalyzed reaction using 200 µg of the protein preparation, 30 µM $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine (54 mCi/mmol) in the enzyme assay as described above, and linear incorporation was found within the first 30 min by the enzyme.

In tests of the effects of different divalent cations on enzyme activity, the ECT enzyme assays were performed as described above, except 200 µg protein, 30 µM $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine (54 mCi/mmol), and 10 mM salt (MgCl$_2$, CaCl$_2$, MnCl$_2$, CuSO$_4$, ZnSO$_4$ or FeSO$_4$) were used in the reaction mixture of 100 µL volume. The reaction mixture without any divalent cation, but in the presence of 2.5 mM EDTA, was used as a control. In the test for effects of pH on the ECT activity, the reaction buffers were 20 mM Tris-acetate at pH 5, 5.25, 5.5, 5.75, 6 and 6.25; 20 mM Tris-maleate at pH 6.5, 6.75, 7.0, 7.25, 7.5 and 7.75; and 20 mM Tris-chloride at pH 7.0, 7.25, 7.5, 7.75, 8.0, 8.25, 8.5 and 9.0, with 10 mM MgCl$_2$, 2 mM CTP, 30 µM $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine (54 mCi/mmol) and 200 µg protein in 100 µL reaction volume. The mixture was incubated at 30ºC for 30 min and stopped by boiling for 5 min. The products were separated by thin-layer chromatography as described above and the formation of radiolabeled CDP-ethanolamine was quantified by liquid scintillation spectrometry after being recollected from the TLC plates.

Measurement of ECT activity as a response to substrates was performed by measuring the activity at fixed concentrations of one substrate while varying the other substrate. The initial velocity of CDP-ethanolamine formation was measured in assays using 20 mM Tris-chloride at pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl$_2$, 30 µM $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine
(54 mCi/mmol) and 200 µg protein in 100 µL reaction volume. When the CTP concentrations were fixed at 20, 50, 100 or 300 µM, the $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine was varied at 10, 30, 50 and 80 µM. When the $^{14}$C-phosphoethanolamine concentrations were fixed at 20, 30, 50 or 70 µM, the CTP were varied at 20, 30, 50 and 100 µM.

Results

a. Cloning of ECT cDNA

In order to obtain the correct oligonucleotides as primers to amplify the ECT cDNA from the *C. reinhardtrii* cDNA library, we first used the ECT protein sequences of human and rat to search the EST database of *C. reinhardtrii* in GenBank. This resulted in a total of 12 ESTs with high identities in the database (Appendix Table A1). These EST clones were assembled and fell into two separate contigs. The first contig of 5 ESTs contained a 5′ untranslated region (UTR) along with a partial coding sequence, including the start codon and the first 175 amino acid residues of the ECT protein. The second contig of 7 ESTs covered the 3′ UTR and a partial coding sequence corresponding to the C-terminal sequence (135 amino acid residues). Based on these contig sequences, we designed a number of primers that spanned the complete coding region of *ECT* cDNA for PCR amplification.

The cDNA in Lambda Zap II phage was transfected into *E.coli* to obtain the cDNA library in plasmids. To ensure complete coverage of all the cDNAs, more than 60,000 colonies of transformed *E. coli* were pooled for plasmid preparation. This is a greater than 5-fold representation of the total cDNAs estimated in the library. The pooled plasmids from the colonies were used as templates in PCR-based cloning of *ECT* cDNA.

To test the primers, we first tried all the primers in PCR amplifications using
genomic DNA as the template. The PCR products from these primers were sequenced and their sequences compared with the ESTs to confirm the authenticity of the DNA fragments with respect to the ECT protein sequence. Nested PCRs were performed using the pooled plasmid DNA as template and primers that spanned the complete coding sequence of ECT cDNA. Two forward primers and two reverse primers produced PCR products of 1.3 kb. The PCR products were extracted from the agarose gels and then subjected to sequencing. The deduced amino acid sequences were compared with those of ECT proteins in other organisms.

b. Sequence Analysis

**The Nucleotide and Deduced Amino Acid Sequences of C. reinhardtii ECT**

The nucleotide sequence of the cDNA was determined from the coding portions of both strands. The untranslated region was determined by sequence alignment using all the ESTs in the C. reinhardtii database, including 5 ESTs at the 5´ and 7 ESTs at the 3´ end. The complete cDNA sequence was checked by aligning the sequence with the C. reinhardtii nuclear genome database (http://www.biology.duke.edu/chlamy_genome/) and the sequence was found to match scaffold_125 at 17879-21839 bp. The cDNA contained a total of 2019 bp (Figure 2.1). It had a 1329 bp open reading frame (ORF) that starts at base 193 with an ATG start codon and ends at base 1521 followed by a stop codon TGA. The 5´ UTR is 192 bp and the 3´ UTR is 498 bp. This ATG is very likely the start codon for translation initiation, since the deduced amino acid sequence showed no other methionine residue before the motif HXGH, which is believed to be in the first catalytic domain. The amino acid residues after position 75 begin to align significantly with other ECTs (Figure 2.2). The first 75 amino acid residues appear to include a
subcellular targeting sequence, as predicted by ExPASy Proteomics tools from the ExPASy Molecular Biology Server.

The complete ORF encodes a protein of 443 amino acid residues with a calculated molecular mass of 49.3 kDa. This is similar to the molecular mass of other ECTs in rat (45.2 kDa), human (43.8 kDa) and yeast (36.9 kDa). Like human, rat and yeast ECTs, *C. reinhardtii* ECT has a large internal repetitive sequence. Both of the repeat sequences have HXGH motifs (in position 84-87 and 288-291). The HXGH motif is present in the most conserved N-terminal regions of proteins in the cytidylyltransferase superfamily, and is believed to be in the catalytic site.

A hydrophobicity profile indicates that the overall sequence of *C. reinhardtii* ECT is hydrophilic, but contains one clear hydrophobic region in the N-terminus capable of forming a transmembrane domain (residues 15-40) (Figure 2.3A). Analysis of the secondary structure with Chou-Fasman algorithms predicted a region (residues 20-50) that could form an amphipathic α-helix (Figure 2.3B). This corresponds well with the hydrophobicity profile. In addition, there are two other regions of hydrophobic residues (position 95-120 and 330-370) in the N- and C-terminal portions of the protein. However, they are broken by stretches of hydrophilic residues and are unlikely to form transmembrane domains.

A search for putative consensus motifs in the Prosite database produced a number of possible phosphorylation sites for protein kinase C (9 sites) and casein kinase II (8 sites). One possible tyrosine kinase phosphorylation site was indicated in the C-terminus of the protein (KVKGEEAYY at position 425-433). Two potential myristoylation sites were found at the N-terminus of ECT (GLGVSL at position 22-27, GTISGW at position
Figure 2.1 Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of *C. reinhardtii* ECT cDNA. Numbers for nucleotides is shown on the left. The putative start codon and polyadenylation signal are indicated by underline. The asterisk denotes the stop codon. GenBank accession number for the nucleotide sequence is AY234844.
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Figure 2.2 Alignment of amino acid sequences of C. reinhardtii ECT and other ECTs in human, rat and yeast. The amino acid sequences of C. reinhardtii ECT (cECT, GenBank accession number AAO60076), human ECT (hECT; NP_002852), rat ECT (rECT; NP_446020) and yeast ECT (yECT, BAA09310) are compared. The conserved HXGH motifs are labeled with an asterisk, and the cytidylyltransferase family RTXGVSTT signature in the sequences is underlined. Residue numbers for amino acids are shown at the left. Gaps in alignments are indicated by dashes. Residues that are identical in three or more sequences are shaded in grey.
Figure 2.3 Hydropathy and α-helix amphipilicity profiles of the predicted protein sequence of *C. reinhardtii* ECT. (A) Hydropathy profile. Hydrophobicity was analysed by the method of Kyte and Doolittle (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). Positive values represent hydrophobicity. (B) α-helix amphipilicity profile. The sequence was analysed for amphipathic α-helices using the algorithm of Chou and Fasman (Chou and Fasman, 1978). The predicted membrane-spanning domain is indicated on the bottom of the figure as TM.
A potential type-1 copper protein signature was indicated at position 282-296 (GAFDCFHPGHVKILQ).

**Sequence Similarity to ECT of Other Organisms**

The predicted *C. reinhardtii* ECT protein is 41% identical to human and rat ECTs, and 30% identical to yeast ECT (Table 2.1). This is greater than that of yeast ECT to human or rat ECT proteins but much lower than that of human to rat ECT protein (88%).

*C. reinhardtii* ECT (443 residues) is somewhat longer than those of human (389 residues), rat (404 residues) and yeast (323 residues), which appears to result from an extended N-terminal region. The N-terminus has 75 amino acid residues that do not match the N-terminus of any other ECT. When these 75 residues are not included in the comparisons, identity of the *C. reinhardtii* ECT protein increases to 50% to human or rat ECT, and 40% to yeast (Table 2.1).

While the similarity between *C. reinhardtii*, human, rat and yeast ECTs is present across the entire sequence of the proteins, there are greater similarities when the N- and C-terminal regions (residues 71-207, residues 259-426) are compared than in the middle (residues 208-278). When the N- and C-terminal halves within the same ECT protein were aligned for each organism, an identity of 33% was found in *C. reinhardtii*, 30% in human and 32% in rat, but only 25% in yeast (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1). These differences are clearly seen in the phylogram representation (Figure 2.5). The C-terminal half of yeast ECT is more similar to those of human and rat ECT than to *C. reinhardtii*, while the N-terminal half of the yeast protein is more distantly related to the N-terminal parts of the other three. Both halves of the internal repeat sequence of ECT in *C. reinhardtii*, human and rat contain the HXGH motif. However, the C-terminal half of yeast ECT has an
Table 2.1 Identity (%) and similarity (%), in parentheses) between CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferases from *C. reinhardtii*, *H. sapiens*, *R. norvegicus* and *S. cerevisiae*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chlamydomonas</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Rat</th>
<th>Yeast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chlamydomonas</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>(62)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>(62)</td>
<td>(91)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeast</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>(49)</td>
<td>(47)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>C. reinhardtii</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N- and C-terminal halves</strong></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Identity of *C. reinhardtii* CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase without the N-terminal 75 residues to those ECT proteins of other organisms.

** Identity between N- and C-terminal halves within each ECT protein in different organisms.
amino acid residue change in the HXGH motif, substituting an aspartate in place of histidine. In addition, the C. reinhardtii ECT has other conserved residues which are considered important for catalytic activity in the cytidylyltransferase family, such as the sequence RTXGVSTT (residues 93-100) and an aspartate residue two amino acid residues before the HXGH motif in the N-terminal half of the protein.

C. reinhardtii ECT does not resemble other cytidylyltransferases in that it has a small, amphiphilic α-helical region at its very N-terminus, which appears to be a subcellular targeting sequence. On the other hand, C. reinhardtii ECT contains 38% hydrophobic amino acids, which is comparable to that in other ECTs such as human (34%), rat (34%) and yeast (37%).

c. Location of the ECT in Cells

The cellular location of the ECT enzyme was determined by testing activities in various cellular fractions and comparing the results to marker enzyme distributions (Table 2.2). The results showed that the total and specific activity of ECT were well correlated to those of fumarase, which is a marker enzyme of the mitochondria, but not to those of Rubisco and EPT, which serve as marker enzymes for chloroplasts and endoplasmic reticulum, respectively. Endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria have been shown to be the primary candidates for sites of ECT activity in animals and higher plants (van Hellemond et al., 1994; Wang and Moore, 1991; Tang and Moore, 1997). This result is consistent with our early prediction using the deduced amino acid sequence of the ECT cDNA, which shows that the ECT protein is targeted to mitochondria after translation and probably is modified.
Figure 2.4 Sequence alignment of the N-terminal and C-terminal halves of the internal repetitive sequence of ECTs in different organisms. *C. reinhardtii* ECT (cECT-N and cECT-C), human ECT (hECT-N and hECT-C) and yeast ECT (yECT-N and yECT-C). Residue numbers of amino acids are shown at the left. Residues identical in five or more sequences are shaded in grey. Residue numbers for amino acids are shown at the left. Gaps in alignments are indicated by dashes.
Figure 2.5 Phylogram of ECT proteins in different organisms. (A) The complete amino acid sequences of ECTs in *C. reinhardtii* (cECT), human (hECT), rat (rECT) and yeast (yECT) used for the phylogram were obtained from the sequence alignment shown in figure 2.2. (B) A comparison of the N- and C-terminal halves of ECTs from the four organisms used for the phylogram obtained from the sequence alignment shown in figure 2.4.
Table 2.2 Percentage of the total activity (%) and specific activity of marker and ECT enzymes in various cellular fractions of *C. reinhardtii*. EPT-ethanolaminephosphotransferase, ECT-CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase, supt-supernatant. Units for specific activity: fumarase, mmol/h/mg; Rubisco, nmol/h/mg; EPT, pmol/h/mg; ECT, pmol/h/mg. Units for total activity: fumarase, mmol/h; Rubisco, nmol/h; EPT, pmol/h; ECT, pmol/h. Unit of chlorophyll: mg/mL. The data here is from one representative experiment that was repeated twice with similar results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Chlorophyll</th>
<th>Fumarase</th>
<th>Rubisco</th>
<th>EPT</th>
<th>ECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Specific</td>
<td>% Specific</td>
<td>% Specific</td>
<td>% Specific</td>
<td>% Specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760g pellet</td>
<td>96.24</td>
<td>45.13</td>
<td>73.05</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>76.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000g pellet</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000g pellet</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000g pellet</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>40.58</td>
<td>565.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000g supt</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>49.56</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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d. Expression of ECT in E. coli Cells and ECT Activity Assay

In order to test the enzymatic activity of the ECT gene product, an in-frame fusion of ECT gene to MAL, which codes for maltose binding protein, was expressed in E. coli under control of a promoter inducible by IPTG. The expected overproduction of the fusion protein upon induction was observed (Figure 2.6A). Figure 2.6B shows the production of CDP-ethanolamine from phosphoethanolamine and CTP in a reaction catalyzed by both the cellular extract and purified fusion protein from the overexpressed cells. No CDP-ethanolamine was produced by an extract from cells that carry only the vector, pMAL-c2X (data not shown). In addition, we tested the enzyme activity of the fusion protein under different conditions (Figure 2.7) and found the activity to be dependent on the presence of CTP, phosphoethanolamine and Mg\(^{2+}\).

e. Genomic Copy Number and Expression in C. reinhardtii

Southern blot analysis indicated that the ECT gene occurs as a single copy in the genome of wild type strain 137C of C. reinhardtii (Figure 2.8A). Northern blot analysis indicated that the abundance of mRNA from the ECT gene increased within 30 min of cell growth during reflagellation after deflagellation by pH shock (Figure 2.8B). The expression reached its highest level 90 min after the start of the reflagellation period, and then began to decrease. The mRNA abundance after 30 min of reflagellation was about 3-fold higher than in cells prior to deflagellation, whereas after 90 min it was less than 2-fold higher.

f. Enzyme Activity during the Cell Cycle

No significant change was detected in the expression of the ECT gene by measuring RNA from the cells during the cell cycle (Figure 2.9 bottom). However, a notable change
Figure 2.6 Expression of MAL-ECT fusion gene in *E. coli* and its ECT activity. (A) Cell extracts from induced or uninduced bacterial cultures and purified fusion protein were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Lane 1, protein markers; Lane 2, protein extract from uninduced *E. coli* cells; Lane 3, protein extract from induced *E. coli* cells; Lane 4, the purified MAL-ECT protein. (B) ECT enzymatic assays were performed using the same cell extracts and purified fusion protein as in (A). In the enzyme assay, the reaction mixture included 30 µg protein from *E.coli* cell extract or 15 µg of purified protein. The reaction products were separated by TLC as described. Lane 1, substrate standards; Lane 2, reaction with uninduced cell extract; Lane 3, reaction with induced cell extract; Lane 4, reaction with purified protein. Abbreviations: MAL-ECT, maltose binding protein and CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidyltransferase fusion protein; P-Ethn, phosphoethanolamine; CDP-Ethn, CDP-ethanolamine. The activity assay of the expressed ECT in *E. coli* was repeated independently more than three times and the result in this figure was typical of all the replicate experiments that produced the same results.
Figure 2.7 ECT activity of the MAL-ECT fusion protein expressed in *E. coli* under different conditions. The reaction mixture contained 15 µg of purified protein and was incubated at 30°C for 30 min as described. The reaction products were separated by TLC. Lane 1, no enzyme added; Lane 2, with enzyme; Lane 3, no Mg²⁺ added; Lane 4, no CTP added; Lane 5, no CDP-ethanolamine added. The data shown in this figure was from a single experiment that was repeated three times with the same results.
ECT enzymatic activity was observed in the cells during this same period (Figure 2.9 top). The ECT activity increased during the dark period, reaching the highest level right before the light was on, and then decreased during the light stage, reaching the lowest level just prior to the start of the next dark period.

g. Enzyme Activity at Varying pH, Divalent Cations and Substrate Concentrations

To further define the properties of the ECT enzyme, its activity was determined at different pH’s and with divalent cations. The *C. reinhardtii* ECT had an optimal pH at about 7.5 (Figure 2.10), and among all the divalent cations at 10 mM in the reaction mixture the most effective was Mg$^{2+}$ followed by Ca$^{2+}$, then Mn$^{2+}$. Cu$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ were less effective (Figure 2.11).

When the concentration of each substrate was varied at fixed concentrations of the other, two sets of straight lines were obtained in double reciprocal plots (Figure 2.12). The lines converge in a common point below the abscissa in each case, indicating a sequential type of reaction mechanism (Cleland, 1970). The apparent $K_m$ values for P-Ethn and CTP were 59 µM and 43 µM respectively, as deduced from replots of the intercepts on the coordinate against the reciprocal of the concentration of the unvaried substrate (Florini and Vestling, 1957).
Figure 2.8 An analysis of the *C. reinhardtii* ECT gene. (A) Southern hybridization of genomic ECT gene. Genomic DNA was digested by *EcoRI* (lane 1), *EcoRV* (lane 2), *HindIII* (lane 3), *XmnI* (lane 4), *PvuII* (lane 5) and *PstI* (lane 6), separated on a 0.8% agarose gel, transferred to a Nytran membrane, and hybridized to a radiolabeled 0.4-kb probe from PCR of 3’coding region of ECT cDNA. (B) Northern hybridization of total RNA from *C. reinhardtii* cells during reflagellation. Total cellular RNA was prepared from cells prior to deflagellation (pre), and during the reflagellation after pH shock at 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min, subjected to electrophoresis through a 1% formaldehyde/agarose gel, transferred to a Nytran membrane and hybridized to the same probe as in the Southern blot.
Figure 2.9 Activity of ECT during the cell cycle. (A) Total protein was prepared from cells taken at different times during the cell cycle and ECT activity was measured as described. Values for the enzyme activity are means ± S.D. of three replicates of an experiment. (B) Total RNA was isolated from 137C cells taken at different times during the cell cycle. 30 µg of total RNA were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel containing formaldehyde, transferred to a Nytran membrane, and hybridized to a probe prepared from 0.4 kb PCR fragment of cDNA.
Figure 2.10 Effect of pH on the activity of ECT. The 100 µL reaction volume contained the reaction buffer [20 mM Tris-Acetate (Δ), Tris-maleate (□) or Tris-chloride (◊)], 10 mM Mg^{2+}, 2 mM CTP, 30 µM ^14C-phosphoethanolamine and 100 µg of protein from cell extracts of *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (mt'). The mixture was incubated at 30°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by boiling for 5 min. The products were separated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on a Silica Gel 60 plate (E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) with 96% ethanol: 0.5% NaCl: 25% NH₄OH (50:50:5 by volume) as the developing solvent. The CDP-ethanolamine spot was scraped into a scintillation vial and radioactivity was measured by scintillation counter.
Figure 2.11 Effects of different cations on ECT activity. 100 µL reaction volume contained 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM divalent cation (Mg^{2+}, Mn^{2+}, Ca^{2+}, Cu^{2+}, Zn^{2+} or Fe^{2+}), 2 mM CTP, 30 µM ^{14}C-phosphoethanolamine and 100 µg of protein from cell extract of *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (mt−). The reaction with 2.5 mM EDTA was used as control. The mixture was incubated at 30°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by boiling for 5 min. The products were separated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on a Silica Gel 60 plate (E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) with 96% ethanol: 0.5% NaCl: 25% NH₄OH (50:50:5 by volume) as developing solvent. The CDP-ethanolamine spot was scraped into a scintillation vial and radioactivity was measured with scintillation counter.
Discussion

The ECT cDNAs of three species, yeast, human and rat have been cloned (Min-Seok et al., 1996; Nakashima et al., 1997; Bladergroen et al., 1999). We report here the first cloning and characterization of cDNA coding for ECT from a photosynthetic organism, *C. reinhardtii*. The deduced polypeptide encoded by the cDNA consists of 443 amino acids with a molecular mass of approximate 49.3 kDa. The predicted amino acid sequence of the ECT protein shows a high degree of similarity to that of human and rat, however, the N-terminal region of the ECT from *C. reinhardtii* is longer than the ECT of the other three species.

The unique N-terminal region of about 75 amino acid residues appears to be a targeting sequence to mitochondria, as indicated by several prediction programs from the ExPASy Molecular Biology Server. It has been shown that the majority of ECT occurs in the mitochondria of castor bean endosperm (*Ricinus communis* L.), where it is associated with the outer membrane. The remainder of the enzyme activity was found in the endoplasmic reticulum of that organism (Wang and Moore, 1991; Tang and Moore, 1997). In our study, we tested cellular fractions from *C. reinhardtii*, and the results showed that the total activity of ECT was in the fraction that had the highest total activity of fumarase, but not in fractions that had the highest total activity of Rubisco and EPT, which serve as marker enzymes for chloroplasts and ER, respectively. The other fractions with the highest total activity of Rubisco and EPT representing chloroplasts and the endoplasmic reticulum also gave some ECT activity, but might be accounted for by mitochondrial membrane contamination. This does not, however, rule out the possibility that some ECT may be in the cytoplasm rather than the mitochondria, but the amount
Figure 2.12 Lineweaver-Burk plot of fixed substrate concentration at various concentration of other substrates. On the left, the CTP concentrations were fixed and the phosphoethanolamine (P-ethn) concentrations were varied. The concentrations of CTP were 20 (♦), 50 (■), 100 (▲) and 300 (●) µM. On the right, P-ethn concentrations were fixed and the CTP concentrations were varied. The concentrations of 14C-phosphoethanolamine were 20 (♦), 30 (■), 50 (▲) and 80 (●) µM. Initial velocity (υ) is expressed as picomoles of CDP-ethanolamine per min per mg protein (pmol/min/mg). The apparent Km for P-Ethn is 0.059 (59 µM) and the apparent Km for CTP is 0.043 (43 µM). The incorporation of 14C-phosphoethanolamine into CDP-ethanolamine was found linear for 30 min at 30ºC and the rate of reaction catalyzed by the enzyme was calculated as initial velocity as described in methods.
would be low. Therefore, the ECT of *C. reinhartii* is primarily, if not exclusively, a mitochondrial protein, as it is in castor bean, a higher plant (Wang and Moore, 1991). By contrast, the ECT is primarily associated with rough endoplasmic reticulum or the cytosol in mammalian cells (van Hellemond et al., 1994; Vermeulen et al., 1993). Thus, the subcellular localization of ECT enzyme appears different between mammals and photosynthetic organisms. This difference in compartmentalization suggests the possibility that the regulatory mechanism may also differ between plants and mammals.

It has been suggested for mammalian cells that ECT might reversibly interact with membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum, which could bring the enzyme into close proximity to the third enzyme in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway, ethanolaminephosphotransferase, an established integral microsomal protein that catalyzes the final step in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway (Vance and Vance, 1988). A mitochondrial location in photosynthetic organisms seems to contradict this mechanism of ECT regulation in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway proposed for mammalian cells. The origins and significance of these differences remain obscure at this time.

Interestingly, the ethanolaminephosphotransferase appears to be microsomal in *C. reinhardtii* (Moore et al., 2001).

To compare the *C. reinhardtii* ECT to an *Arabidopsis thaliana* ECT protein with respect to the subcellular localization, a putative ECT protein from *Arabidopsis* database was retrieved and used to predict targeting sequences (GenBank accession number NP_181401). The ECT protein deduced from a putative *Arabidopsis ECT* gene had a significantly high homology to the *C. reinhardtii* ECT polypeptide (56% identity and 72% similarity). The N-terminal parts of the two protein sequences showed no similarity.
(Arabidopsis residues 1-50, C. reinhardtii residues 1-67). Using the prediction programs in an effort to determine the subcellular localization of the Arabidopsis ECT protein, no clear targeting sequence to mitochondria, chloroplasts or endoplasmic reticulum was found (PSORT II Prediction program, iPSPORT Prediction program and TargetP Prediction program in ExPASy, Proteomics tools from ExPASy Molecular Biology Server at http://us.expasy.org/) (Horton and Nakai, 1997; Bannai et al., 2002; Emanuelsson et al., 2000). However, an α-helix and a transmembrane domain were predicted in the N-terminal part of the sequence (position 1-30). The hydropathy profile of the Arabidopsis ECT protein indicated that it is predominantly a hydrophilic polypeptide. Therefore, the authentic subcellular location of Arabidopsis ECT protein is unclear although it appears more likely to be a cytoplasmic enzyme rather than being contained in any cellular organelle. The subcellular localization of C. reinhardtii ECT may be different from that of the Arabidopsis enzyme. Further investigation is needed to elucidate the significance of these different locations of this enzyme in C. reinhardtii and Arabidopsis, as well as in other organisms.

C. reinhardtii ECT is similar to the enzyme from yeast, rat and human, and apparently also Arabidopsis, in that it has a large repetitive sequence in its N- and C-terminal halves. It is likely that the two halves were generated through a gene duplication event. The advantage and functional role of this repetition are not clear as it is found only in ECT proteins and has not been observed in other cytidylyltransferases or glycerol-3-phosphate cytidylyltransferase (GCT) from Bacillus subtilis (Bork et al., 1995).

Based on the high degree of similarities between the N-terminal regions of human
and rat ECTs, as well as some well-conserved regions in the N-termini of other members of the cytidylyltransferase superfamily, including rat and yeast CCT proteins and GCT in *Bacillus subtilis*, it has been proposed that the N-terminus contains the catalytic domain of these cytidylyltransferases (Bork et al., 1995). This is supported by the fact that the catalytic activity of a truncated form of rat CCT, comprised of residues 1-236, was very similar to that of wild-type CCT (Wang and Kent, 1995). Since both repetitive sequences in ECT contain the HXGH motif that is present in the most conserved region of the N-terminus of the members in the cytidylyltransferase family and class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Delarue and Moras, 1993), and this motif is considered to be in the active site of these enzymes (Park et al., 1997; Veitch and Cornell, 1996), *C. reinhardtii* ECT might contain two catalytic domains like the ECTs of human, rat and yeast. It has been found that purified rat liver ECT has two $K_m$ values for the binding of phosphoethanolamine, suggesting the existence of two binding sites for this substrate (Vermeulen et al., 1994). Further structural and functional analyses of the ECT are needed to clarify this assumption.

The ECT of *C. reinhardtii* has an Asp residue located at position 81, two residues ahead of the HXGH motif. An aspartate in this position is absolutely conserved in all cytidylyltransferase sequences. In addition, there is also an Asp residue (residue 285) located two residues ahead of the second HXGH motif in the second half of the repeat. These Asp residues may be in the active sites of ECT. Moreover, there is a RTXGVSTT in the ECT sequence (residues 282-296), which is considered a signature sequence for the cytidylyltransferase family (Park et al., 1997). Therefore, *C. reinhardtii* ECT appears to be a real member of this family.
There are a number of protein kinase C and casein kinase II phosphorylation sites throughout the entire sequence of the *C. reinhardtii* ECT based on the Prosite database search. There is also one site at the very C-terminus which was predicted as a site for tyrosine kinase (residues 425-433). By contrast, only two potential phosphorylation sites have been identified in rat ECT, one for protein kinase C and the other for casein kinase II (Bladergroen et al., 1999). The presence of numerous possible phosphorylation sites for different protein kinases in the *C. reinhardtii* ECT sequence raises the possibility that phosphorylation/dephosphorylation may be involved in the regulation of the enzyme activity *in vivo*, and this in turn suggests that the regulatory mechanism of *C. reinhardtii* ECT might be different from that of rat. However, there are no phosphorylation studies with any ECT, either *in vitro* or *in vivo*, and so whether or not these sites are phosphorylated *in vivo* remains to be determined. In addition to the phosphorylation sites, a potential type-1 copper blue protein signature in the ECT sequence (residues 282-296) was obtained from the Prosite database search. The ‘type-1’ copper proteins are small proteins which bind a single copper atom and they are characterized by an intense electronic absorption band near 600 nm (Garrett et al., 1984). The most well known members of this class of proteins are the plant chloroplastic plastocyanins, which exchange electrons with cytochrome *C*₆, and the distantly related bacterial azurins, which exchange electrons with cytochrome *C*₅₅₁. To our knowledge, there is no previous report of such a signature sequence in the cytidylyltransferase family. It would be interesting if studies show this site does bind copper, and, if so, whether or not this plays a role in the regulation of enzyme activity.

A number of functions have been proposed for myristoylation of proteins, such as
stabilizing associations of the protein with cellular membranes, promoting specific protein-protein interactions, and influencing the appropriate folding of proteins. Two potential myristoylation sites were found at the N-terminus of the *C. reinhardtii* ECT sequence. However, myristoylation of this protein is unlikely since position 2 of the ECT protein is not a glycine, which is required for the covalent attachment of a myristoyl chain (Towler et al., 1988). It is possible that myristoylation could occur at an internal Gly exposed after proteolytic processing, such as in signal peptide cleavage. This type of processing has been observed in the myristoylation of virus VP4 capsid protein of the “foot and mouth” disease (Chow et al., 1987).

CCT, the key regulatory enzyme in the CDP-choline pathway for PC synthesis, has been studied extensively (Kent, 1995) and is similar to ECT. A number of mechanisms have been proposed for the regulation of CCT activity in mammalian cells, including phosphorylation/dephosphorylation and reversible translocation between the cytosol and membrane fraction (Kent, 1997). The cDNA for the CCT gene has been cloned in rat (Kalmar et al., 1990), human (Kalmar et al., 1994), and *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Choi et al., 1997) and the genes coding for CCT of yeast (Tsukagoshi et al., 1987) and *Plasmodium falciparum* (Yeo et al., 1995) have been sequenced. CCT contains only one catalytic domain at its N-terminus and is well conserved in different species (Craig et al., 1994). Based on the analogy between the CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine pathways, it has long been thought that ECT would be regulated in a manner similar to CCT. However, accumulated evidence indicates that the CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine pathways are independently regulated (Tijburg et al., 1989a; Bladergroen and van Golde, 1997). Further work on the differences between structure
and function of the ECT and CCT proteins is necessary for adequate comparisons of the regulation mechanisms. Since *C. reinhardtii* cells contain no PC in their membranes, the regulatory mechanism of ECT may be investigated independently of CCT; it also may be unique when compared with that of the same protein or CCT from other organisms.

There is very limited evidence that ECT activity or PE biosynthesis by the CDP-ethanolamine pathway is regulated at the transcription level. One investigation showed that the mRNA level of the rat *ECT* gene varied during development of rat liver (Bladergroen et al., 1999). In this study, we found that ECT might be regulated at the level of transcription during the reflagellation of *C. reinhardtii* cells, where a 3-4 fold increase in mRNA abundance was detected after 30 min of reflagellation of deflagellated cells. Whether or not this increase in mRNA level is correlated to an enhanced ECT activity is unknown, since an increase in ECT activity may not necessarily result from an enhanced *ECT* mRNA level. Such a disjunction between the mRNA level and ECT activity was found in our results from the measurements of the ECT activity and mRNA abundance during the cell cycle. A clear change in ECT activity was observed during the cell cycle while no notable change in *ECT* mRNA was detected, indicating a posttranslational regulation mechanism for ECT in the *C. reinhardtii* cells. The increase in ECT activity appears correlated to the cell division process as a preparation for cell division, which occurs immediately before the light period and may require enhanced *de novo* PE synthesis. Several reports have described the regulation of a *CCT* gene at the pre-translational level in mammalian cells (Tessner et al., 1991; Houweling et al., 1993; Hogan et al., 1996). However, in these studies the increase in *CCT* mRNA levels resulted from stabilization of pre-existing mRNA instead of an increase in gene
transcription. Although in one study an increase in mRNA of a CCTα gene from mouse embryo fibroblast cells was observed during the S phase of the cell cycle, it was not correlated with increased ECT activity and PC biosynthesis in the G1 phase, but instead was in preparation for mitosis (Golfman et al., 2001). Positive associations between hepatic cell division and a high expression of CCT genes during the perinatal period have been reported (Sesca et al., 1996; Cui et al., 1997). Further studies on the correlation between ECT mRNA level and ECT activity may be needed to elucidate the mechanism of transcriptional or translational regulation of ECT in C. reinhardtii.

The optimal pH for ECT activity has been tested using highly purified preparation or postmicrosomal supernatant from rat isolated hepatocytes (Sundler, 1975) and the mitochondrial fraction from castor bean endosperm (Wang and Moore, 1991). It was shown that ECT in rat liver had two optima with a sharp optimum at pH 7.8 and one around pH 6 for a lower maximal activity. In contrast, the optimal pH for ECT in castor bean endosperm was 6.5. We found that C. reinhardtii ECT had maximal activity at about pH 7.5. Thus the pH requirement of ECT for maximal activity in vitro differs among organisms. However, the difference in optimal pH for ECT enzymes from various organisms may result from differences in the procedures for purification of ECT proteins. Consistent effects of different divalent cations on ECT activity in two previous reports showed that Mg$^{2+}$ was the most efficient, while Mn$^{2+}$ and Ca$^{2+}$ gave about 50% and 10% of the Mg$^{2+}$-stimulated activity and other divalent ions were ineffective (Sundler, 1975; Wang and Moore, 1991). In this study, Mg$^{2+}$ also appeared most effective for C. reinhardtii ECT activity and Mn$^{2+}$ gave about one-half the activity observed with Mg$^{2+}$. However, Ca$^{2+}$ seemed to be more effective than Mn$^{2+}$ for ECT.
providing about 70% of the Mg$^{2+}$-stimulated activity. The reason that Ca$^{2+}$ worked better than Mn$^{2+}$ on *C. reinhardtii* ECT is not clear. It is possible that Ca$^{2+}$ may be involved in either the enzymatic catalysis or the regulation of *C. reinhardtii* ECT.

Detailed studies of the reaction mechanism of rat liver ECT were conducted by examining the inhibition pattern by the two products of the reaction (Sundler, 1975). Noncompetitive inhibition of phosphoethanolamine incorporation was observed with both products (CDP-ethanolamine and pyrophosphate), whereas competitive (CDP-ethanolamine) and noncompetitive (pyrophosphate) inhibition patterns were seen with CTP as the variable substrate. Based on this inhibition pattern, an ordered sequential reaction mechanism for rat liver ECT was proposed in which CTP is the first substrate to bind to the enzyme and CDP-ethanolamine the last product to be released (Sundler, 1975). From kinetic analysis in this investigation, in which *C. reinhardtii* ECT activity was measured using varying concentrations of each substrate at fixed concentrations of the other, a sequential type of reaction mechanism was supported. The $K_m$ values obtained in this study for CTP (43 µM) and phosphoethanolamine (59 µM) were comparable to those observed with the rat liver ECT, 53 µM for CTP and 65 µM for phosphoethanolamine. Confirmation that the *C. reinhardtii* ECT-catalyzes an ordered sequential reaction requires more detailed study.

The molecular cloning of *C. reinhardtii* ECT cDNA in this study is the first step toward elucidation of the structure, function and regulation of ECT in this species. The primary structure from the cDNA for the *ECT* will guide us to further investigations on the regulatory mechanism for this enzyme and help us understand the physiological significance and regulation of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in PE biosynthesis.
CHAPTER 3
STUDY OF ETHANOLAMINEPHOSPHOTRANSFERASE

Materials and Methods

Restriction endonucleases and other DNA modifying enzymes were from New England BioLabs (MA, USA). Primers were made by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Indiana, USA). [14C]-CDP-choline was purchased from Amersham Corp (54 mCi/mmol). CMP, CDP-ethanolamine and CDP-choline were from Sigma-Aldrich. All other chemicals were of reagent grade from miscellaneous sources.

a. cDNA Cloning and Sequencing

The cDNA library in plasmids was the same one as prepared for ECT cDNA cloning in the ECT study (Chapter 2), and it was used as template in PCR-based cloning of EPT cDNA.

The BLAST server (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) was used to search the C. reinhardtii expressed sequence tag (EST) database (http://www.biology.duke.edu/chlamy_genome) with Arabidopsis and human AAPTase protein sequences (accession number AAC61768 and AAD25170, respectively) in order to find highly homologous EST clones. Two ESTs (accession numbers BF863705 and BF863706) from a single clone were obtained in the homology search. One EST corresponds to the 5´ UTR and partial N-terminal coding sequence while the other is only part of the 3´ UTR of the cDNA. Primers were designed based on the two EST sequences in order to clone the coding region of cDNA from the library described above. The primers that successfully produced the correct cDNA by nested PCR included the forward primers 5´-GCA GAC TGG TCC GTC CTA CT-3´, 5´-GCG AGA GCT AGA ACT CCA GG -3´ and reverse
primers 5′-CCG CAT TCG ACA ACA CAC CT-3′, 5′-ATC ACC GCA CCA CCA ACA G-3′.

The PCR products spanning the complete *EPT* coding region were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis and extracted from the gel with spin columns from a QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA). The purified DNA fragments were sequenced on both strands using Applied Biosystems BigDye terminators (Foster City, CA, USA). The degenerate primers for sequencing the cDNAs included the forward primer 5′-TGA TGC TGT CGC TGG TGC-3′, 5′-GTC ACA AGG AGC TGG GCA-3′, and reverse primers 5′- TGC CCA GCT CCT TGT GAC-3′ and 5′-GCA CCA GCG ACA GCA TCA-3′, together with the primers used for PCR.

**b. Sequence Analysis**

Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences were compared with sequences in the databases at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) by using the BLAST program (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) (Altschul et al., 1990). Sequence analysis and alignments were obtained by using the multiple sequence alignment programs from the European Bioinformatics Institute EMBL-EBI server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). The Prosite database from the EBI server (http://ca.expasy.org/prosite/) was used to find putative consensus motifs for specific domains. The protein subcellular localization, membrane topology, and ER retention signals were predicted by the PSORT prediction program (http://www.psort.org/) (Horton and Nakai, 1997) and the SMART (Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool) program (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/) (Letunic et al., 2004). Genomic sequences and intron positions of the *C. reinhardtii EPT* gene were obtained by searching the *C.*
reinhardtii genomic database using the cDNA sequence (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/chlre1/chlre1.home.html).

c. Southern Blot of Genomic DNA

Genomic DNA from *C. reinhardtii* wild type strain 137C was isolated as described (Rochaix, 1978). Five µg of genomic DNA were digested with restriction endonucleases (New England BioLabs), resolved on an 0.8% agarose gel, transferred to a Nytran membrane (Schleicher and Schuell, Keene, New Hampshire), and hybridized with a radiolabeled probe derived from the coding sequence of the *C. reinhardtii* EPT cDNA by PCR. The DNA transfer, hybridization and washes were as previously described (Sambrook et al., 1989).

d. Expression of *C. reinhardtii* EPT cDNA in *S. cerevisiae*

**Yeast Strains and Growth**

Yeast strains KT1115 (*MATα, leu2-3, leu2-112, ura3-52*) and RK-ec (*MATα, cpt1, ept1, his3-D1, leu2-3, leu2-112, ura2-52*) were obtained from Dr. R. Dewey (North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC). Yeast was cultured in YPD (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% dextrose) or synthetic minimal medium supplemented with proper amino acids at 20 mg/L (Guthrie and Fink, 1991). Unless otherwise stated, all yeast operations were carried out according to standard procedures as previously described (Guthrie and Fink, 1991). Expression of *C. reinhardtii* EPT cDNA from the *ADH1* promoter of yeast expression vector pDB20 was carried out by culture of the transformed yeast strain in YP-Glucose medium (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone and 2% glucose).

**Yeast Transformation**

Primers with HindIII-adaptor sequences were designed to amplify the complete
coding sequence of *C. reinhardtii EPT* cDNA. After digestion with *Hind*III, the PCR product was ligated into the *Hind*III site of a yeast expression vector pDB20 under control of the strong constitutive *ADH1* promoter (Becker et al., 1991). PCR, restriction endonuclease digestion and sequencing were used to check for the correct orientation and sequence fidelity of the insert on the vector. This construct, named pDB-EPT, was used to transform the yeast strain RK-ec, which is deficient in both EPT and CPT, by methods previously described (Gietz et al., 1992). The empty vector pDB20 was also used to transform RK-ec as a negative control.

**Screening of Transformed Yeast Strain with Colony Autoradiography**

Positive transformants were selected on selective medium (synthetic minimal medium supplemented with histidine and leucine, but without uracil). After 2 days at 30°C, transformant colonies began to appear on the selective plates. Colonies were then transferred onto YP-Glucose medium for colony autoradiographic assays.

Colony autoradiography was used to screen for yeast colonies complemented in EPT activity as previously described (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1987). The transformed yeast colonies were transferred to Whatman No. 42 circle filter paper (90-mm diameter) and the filter paper with the transformed colonies was frozen at -80°C for 2 h. The colonies were then permeabilized by drying the filter paper discs in front of an electric fan for 30 min at room temperature. Each filter was placed colony-side up in a Petri dish containing 1.2 mL of a reaction solution that contained 50 mM MOPS-NaOH, pH 7.5, 20 mM MgCl₂, 1.5 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, 5 µM [¹⁴C]-CDP-choline (54 mCi/mmol). The filter was incubated at 30°C for 1.5 h and then transferred to a new Petri dish containing 1 mL of 10% trichloroacetic acid to stop the reaction and fix the radiolabeled PC to the
filter paper. After incubation at 4°C for 30 min, the filter was washed six times on a Buchner funnel with 50 mL of cold (4°C) 2% trichloroacetic acid. After drying in air, the filter was sprayed with three light coats of fluorographic enhancer (EN3HANCE, New England Nuclear) and exposed to Kodak X-Omat AR film at -80°C for 5 days.

Confirmation of PC as the product of the enzyme in the colonies tested by autoradiography was achieved by thin layer chromatography (TLC). Briefly, radiolabeled PC was extracted by soaking the filter discs in 10 mL of chloroform/methanol (1:1) overnight at 4°C. The organic phase was recovered by centrifugation at 2000g for 10 min after addition of 5 mL of 1 N HCl. After drying, the sample was redissolved in 30 µL of chloroform and applied to Silica Gel 60 TLC plates (EM Science, Gibbstown, NJ). Development was performed with a solvent of chloroform/methanol/ammonium hydroxide (29.3%)/water (70:30:4:2, v/v).

e. Inhibition Assay of EPT by CDP-aminoalcohols and CMP

**Preparation of Microsomal Membranes from Yeast and *C. reinhardtii* Cells**

*C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (mt−) was grown on a rotary shaker into the late exponential phase in 500 mL Tris-minimal phosphate medium (Harris, 1989) under continuous lighting and at room temperature. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1000g for 10 min at 4°C, washed once with 100 mL of cold 20 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.2, and once with 25 mL of GME buffer (20% glycerol, 50 mM MOPS-NaOH, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA). The pellet was resuspended in 2 mL GME buffer, and cells disrupted by vortexing at high speed with 2 mL of glass beads (425-600 microns) for a total of 2 min with one minute each time and with one minute interval for the cells being held on ice for 1 min between vortexing periods. The resulting homogenate was centrifuged at 14,000g
for 15 min at 4°C to remove the unbroken cells and debris. The supernatant was adjusted to a final volume of 20 mL with GME buffer and centrifuged at 100,000g for 1.5 h at 4°C. This pellet was resuspended in a total of 0.5 mL GME buffer using a 15 mL Tenbroeck glass homogenizer (Pyrex, Corning Incorporated, NY). Aliquots of the suspension were stored at -80°C. All centrifugations were performed at 4°C, and the samples were kept on ice during all other steps of the procedure. The membrane protein concentration was measured by the Bradford method using BSA as the standard (Bradford, 1976).

Yeast colonies were inoculated into 200 mL of YP-Glucose, grown to an $A_{600}$ of 1.5, and harvested by centrifugation at 1000g for 10 min. The harvested cells were washed by centrifugation once with 100 mL of distilled water and once with 25 mL of GME buffer. The final pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of GME buffer. The resuspended cells were disrupted by vortexing at high speed with 2 mL of glass beads (425-600 microns) for one minute periods for a total of 4 min, with the cells being held on ice for 1 min between vortexing periods. The microsomal membrane protein was pelleted, aliquoted, and stored as described for the *C. reinhardtii* microsomes.

**EPT Enzyme Inhibition Studies by CDP-aminoalcohols and CMP**

The *C. reinhardtii* EPT enzyme assay was conducted with 100 µg aliquots of microsomal membrane protein from either yeast or *C. reinhardtii* microsomal preparations. The microsomal membrane protein was incubated in an assay mixture containing 50 mM MOPS-NaOH, pH 7.5, 20 mM MgCl$_2$, 1 mM EDTA, and 25 µM [$^{14}$C]-CDP-choline (54mCi/mmol). Linear incorporation of radiolabeled substrate into PC over a 30 min period was observed with microsomal membranes prepared from the
yeast strains KT1115 and RK-ec::pDB-EPT, and *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw 15 (*mt*). Microsomal membranes isolated from yeast strain RK-ec and RK-ec::pDB20 produced no detectable quantities of \[^{14}\text{C}]\text{-PC}\) (data not shown). In substrate competition studies, non-radiolabeled CDP-aminoalcohols or CMP were added to different reaction mixtures in a final reaction volume of 100 µL. After incubation at 30°C for 20 min, 1 mL of 0.1 N HCl and 2 mL of chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v) were added to stop the reaction and extract radiolabeled PC. TLC was used to confirm the production of radiolabeled PC from the enzyme assays as described earlier. The radiolabeled PC produced from microsomal membrane assays was quantified using liquid scintillation spectrometry.

**Results**

**a. Sequence Analysis of the EPT Gene**

The cDNA of the *EPT* gene of *C. reinhardtii* contains a single open reading frame that encodes a 383 amino acid polypeptide (Figure 3.1). When this deduced amino acid sequence was used to search the protein database in GenBank, a number of highly homologous protein sequences were obtained. These included aminoalcohol-phosphotransferases from yeast, human, animals and plants. The identity and similarity in AAPT protein sequences between *C. reinhardtii*, yeast, human, mouse and plants are listed in Table 3.1. In comparison with yeast CPT1 and EPT1, *C. reinhardtii* EPT (cEPT) protein is 45% similar (25% identical) to the yeast EPT1 polypeptide and 42% similar (25% identical) to the yeast CPT1 protein at the predicted amino acid level. The identity and similarity of *C. reinhardtii* EPT to the proteins of other organisms is similar to those of yeast. Relatively high similarities in AAPT sequences were found among higher plant species, as well with human and mouse.
Figure 3.1 Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of *C. reinhardtii* EPT cDNA. Residue numbers for nucleotides are shown at the left. The putative start codon is indicated by underline. The asterisk denotes the stop codon. GenBank accession number for *C. reinhardtii* EPT is AY375472.
Table 3.1 Identity (%) and similarity (% in parentheses) between aminoalcoholphosphotransferases in various organisms. cEPT- *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* EPT, yEPT1- *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* EPT1, yCPT1- *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* CPT1, hCPT/EPT- *Homo sapiens* CPT/EPT, mCPT/EPT- *Mus musculus* CPT/EPT, AtAAP1- *Arabidopsis thaliana* AAP1, AtAAP2- *Arabidopsis thaliana* AAP2, GmAAPT1- *Glycine max* AAP1, BrAAP1- *Brassica rapa* AAP1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cEPT</th>
<th>yEPT1</th>
<th>yCPT1</th>
<th>hCPT/EPT</th>
<th>mCPT/EPT</th>
<th>AtAAP1</th>
<th>AtAAP2</th>
<th>GmAAPT1</th>
<th>BrAAP1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cEPT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yEPT1</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yCPT1</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>(72)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCPT/EPT</td>
<td>(46)</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCPT/EPT</td>
<td>(46)</td>
<td>(41)</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>(95)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtAAP1</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>(46)</td>
<td>(48)</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtAAP2</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>(47)</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>(92)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GmAAPT1</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>(47)</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>(43)</td>
<td>(89)</td>
<td>(85)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrAAP1</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>(48)</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>(98)</td>
<td>(92)</td>
<td>(89)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An alignment of AAPT protein sequences from C. reinhardtii, mammals and plants was performed (Figure 3.2). A signature sequence, DGKQARRGTGSTSSLGGLFDHGCD (residues 95-121), was found in the predicted amino acid sequence of cEPT. This sequence aligns well with the consensus sequence associated with CDP-alcohol phosphatidylintransferases, D-G-x(2)-A-R-x(8)-G-x(3)-D-x(3)-D. Proteins in this family are involved in phospholipid biosynthesis and share the property of catalyzing the displacement of CMP from a CDP-alcohol by a second alcohol, with formation of a phosphodiester bond and concomitant breaking of a phosphoride anhydride bond (Kodaki et al., 1987; Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a). These enzymes include diacylglycerol cholinephosphotransferase (EC 2.7.8.2), phosphatidyglycerophosphate synthase (EC 2.7.8.5), phosphatidylserine synthase (EC 2.7.8.8), and phosphatidylinositol synthase (EC 2.7.8.11). These enzymes all contain from 200 to 400 amino acid residues. A conserved sequence region in C. reinhardtii EPT at positions 76-179 was also identified based on sequence homologies with other AAPTases (Figure 3.2). Similar conserved regions among the AAPTases have been proposed to contribute to the formation of the active site of the enzymes in the family of CDP-alcohol phosphatidylintransferases (Kodaki et al., 1987; Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a). This region is predominantly hydrophilic but also contains one or two amphipathic structures which form α-helices that interact with the membrane on the cytoplasmic side of the ER. These analyses indicate that C. reinhardtii EPT clearly is a member of the CDP-alcohol phosphatidylintransferase family. A phylogram from the sequence alignment indicated that the C. reinhardtii EPT is more similar to mammalian CPT/EPT than to yeast EPT1 and CPT1 or plant AAPTases (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.2 Sequence alignment of aminoalcohol phosphotransferases in different organisms. (A) Comparison of amino acid sequences among different organisms. cEPT, *C. reinhardtii* EPT (GenBank accession number AAQ83686); yCPT1, yeast CPT1 (AAA63571); yEPT1, yeast EPT1 (AAA63572); AtAAP1, *Arabidopsis* AAP1 (AAC61768); AtAAP2, *Arabidopsis* AAP2 (AAC61769); GmAAP1, soybean AAP1 (AAA67719); BrAAP1, *Brassica rapa* AAP1 (AAB53764); hCPT/EPT, human CPT/EPT (AAD25170); mCPT/EPT, mouse CPT/EPT (accession number AAH21753). The CDP-alcohol phosphatidyltransferase signature in the sequences is underlined. The conserved sequence region shared by all the proteins in the family is indicated with asterisk. Residue numbers for amino acids are shown on the right. Gaps in alignments are indicated by dashes. Residues that are identical in six or more sequences are shaded in grey.
BrAAPT1    KTNMCMSLLVYLPFALANALTARLNDGVPLVDELWVLLGYCIFTVSLYLHFATSVIHEIT 375
AtAAP1    KTNMCMSLLVYLPFALANALTARLNDGVPLVDELWVLLGYCIFTVSLYLHFATSVIHEIT 375
AtAAP2    KTNMCMSLLVYLPFALANALTARLNDGVPLVDELWVLLGYCIFTVSLYLHFATSVIHEIT 375
GmAAPT1    KTGMCMSLMFPLAANVLASRLNDGVPLVDELWVLLGYCIFTVSLYLHFATSVIHEITN 375
yCPT1      VN-FPFLIPTIQLVLYAFMVYVLDYQKGSIVSALVWMGLG-LTLAIHGMEINDITYDIT 392
yEPT1      FN-APMLPLCIVLYKICLSWIESNKIVFALSWH-G-LSLQVHIMNHDDHETFIE 376
mCPT/EPT   HD-TAFIGPA-LLDQYFNSFIDEVYILWIALISFFDLIRYCVSVCNVQ1-SHLHIVFR 405
hCPT/EPT   HD-TAFIGPA-LLDQYFNSFIDEYVILWIALISFFDLIRYCVSVCNVQ1-SHLHIVFR 405
cEPT       RSPLLPLAVLTVAAANSVLQVLVDARATAATLAGAMIVYYLYVTTIVDQVCAYLGKCLT 377
BrAAPT1    AGIXCFRTRKEA- 389
AtAAP1    AGIXCFRTRKEA- 389
AtAAP2    AGIXCFRTRKEA- 389
GmAAPT1    AGIXCFRTRKEA- 389
yCPT1      FEDIKVLSKHIPKEI 407
yEPT1      YDVALSKKRSKLT 391
mCPT/EPT   IKAHAGSNH--- 416
hCPT/EPT   IKVSTAHSNHH--- 416
cEPT       ITPKRA--------- 383
Similarities in membrane-associated topography also are predicted among yeast EPT1, yeast CPT1, human CPT/EPT protein, mouse CPT/EPT, *Arabidopsis* AtAAPT1 and AtAAPT2, soybean AAPT1, *Brassica rapa* AAPT1 and *C. reinhardtii* EPT based on their hydropathy profiles and prediction of secondary structures. In particular, yeast EPT1 and CPT1, soybean AAPT1, *Arabidopsis* AAPT1 and AAPT2 and human CPT/EPT all share similar topological structures with seven membrane-spanning regions (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1990, 1991a; Dewey et al., 1994; Goode and Dewey, 1999; Henneberry and McMaster, 1999), and *C. reinhardtii* appears to follow this same profile. As an example, the parallel patterns of hydrophobicity and transmembrane domain allocations in the amino acid sequences of cEPT, yeast EPT1 and CPT1 are demonstrated (Figure 3.4). The locations of the seven apparent transmembrane domains in cEPT polypeptide are: TM1 (residues 45-67), TM2 (176-198), TM3 (218-240), TM4 (261-280), TM5 (290-309), TM6 (322-341), TM7 (351-373). These domains are located in very similar positions within the protein sequences of all three polypeptides. These results indicate a high degree of conservation in the membrane associated topography of the aminoalcoholphosphotransferases in these organisms. Based on these considerations and previous protease experiments (Vance et al., 1977; Coleman and Bell, 1978; Bell et al., 1980), the catalytic site would, as anticipated, be located on the cytoplasmic side of the ER between TM1 and TM2, as initially proposed (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a).

The site of PE biosynthesis is defined by the intracellular location of EPT. EPT activity has consistently been found associated with the microsomal membrane fraction and most studies show that EPT is located in the ER. Since EPT activity cannot be obtained from biological membranes without the addition of detergents sufficient to
Figure 3.3 Phylogram of aminoalcoholphosphotransferases in different organisms.
The phylogram was obtained from the complete amino acid sequence alignment as described in Figure 3.3. cEPT, C. reinhardtii EPT (GenBank accession number AAQ83686); yCPT1, yeast CPT1 (AAA63571); yEPT1, yeast EPT1 (AAA63572); AtAAPT1, Arabidopsis AAPT1 (AAC61768); AtAAPT2, Arabidopsis AAPT2(AAC61769); GmAAPT1, soybean AAPT1 (AAA67719); BrAAPT1, Brassica rapa AAPT1 (AAB53764); hCPT/EPT, human CPT/EPT (AAD25170); mCPT/EPT, mouse CPT/EPT (AAH21753).
Figure 3.4 Hydropathy profile of the predicted *C. reinhardtii* EPT protein and yeast EPT1 and CPT1. Hydrophobicity was analyzed by the method from Kyte and Doolittle (1982) using a window size of nine residues. Positive values represent hydrophobicity. The seven candidate transmembrane domains for the three polypeptides are indicated as I to VII. (A) *C. reinhardtii* EPT. (B) Yeast EPT1. (C) Yeast CPT1
completely dissolve the lipid bilayer, its occurrence as an integral protein was suggested (Vance and Vance, 1988; Mancini et al., 1993) and this is supported by the topography predictions presented above. It has been shown that in mammalian cells and yeast, EPT has an absolute requirement for phospholipids, presumably associated with its seven transmembrane domains (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991a; McMaster et al., 1996; Henneberry and McMaster, 1999). A prediction of 67% probability of the endoplasmic reticulum as the subcellular localization of the *C. reinhardtii* EPT protein, and 33% for the plasma membrane, was obtained using the *k*-nearest neighbor (*k*-NN) algorithm for assessing the probability of localizing at each of the candidate sites (Horton and Nakai, 1997). In addition, a KKXX-like motif representative of a type of ER membrane retention signal, TPKR, was found in the C-terminus of the protein (position 379-382). Moreover, the membrane topology of the EPT protein was predicted to have the N-terminus of the protein located inside the ER membrane. These results all support the *C. reinhardtii* EPT as being an integral membrane protein of the endoplasmic reticulum.

Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA indicated that a single *EPT* gene is present in the genome of *C. reinhardtii*, suggesting that there are no other AAPTases in this species (Figure 3.5A). Comparisons of the *EPT* cDNA sequence with genomic databases provided the complete genomic sequence of the *EPT* gene from *C. reinhardtii*. As seen in the gene organization diagram (Figure 3.5B), the *EPT* gene of *C. reinhardtii* has six introns ranging from 143 to 303 bp in length, while the seven exons vary in size between 107 and 906 bp.

**b. Complementation of a Yeast Mutant with the *EPT* cDNA**

In order to demonstrate the function of the mature cEPT protein encoded by the
C. reinhardtii EPT gene, complementation of a yeast strain deficient in both EPT1 and CPT1 activity was conducted. Since yeast has both a cholinephosphotransferase (CPT1) and an ethanolaminephosphotransferase (EPT1) and its EPT1 has a cholinephosphotransferase activity that is over 50% as active as its ethanolaminephosphotransferase activity (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1988), it was essential that the yeast strain used in complementation be mutated at both the EPT1 and CPT1 loci. This removes all the endogenous activities of the two phosphotransferases. Yeast strains deficient in either EPT1 or CPT1 activity were previously obtained by ethyl methanesulfonate-mediated mutation of yeast cells (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1987, 1988). A double-mutant haploid strain RK-ec has been generated from a cross between two single-mutant strains, RH-6D (MATa, cpt1, his3-Δ1, leu2-3, leu2-112, ura3-52) for CPT1, and HJ729 (MATa, ept1, gal+, his3-Δ1, leu2-3, leu2-112, ura3-52, trp-289) for EPT1 (Dewey et al., 1994). This double mutant strain was used for our complementation studies.

The C. reinhardtii EPT cDNA coding sequence was cloned into a Hind III site immediately after the ADH1 promoter of the yeast expression vector pDB20 (Becker et al., 1991). This construct was used to transform yeast strain RK-ec and the transformants were selected on a selection medium lacking uracil. These transformed colonies were screened for cholinephosphotransferase activity by colony autoradiography. This approach depended on the C. reinhardtii EPT behaving similarly to soybean and Arabidopsis AAPTases in previous studies, relying on the fact that these enzymes had both ethanolaminephosphotransferase and cholinephosphotransferase activities, thereby replacing both enzymes. Both of the Arabidopsis AAPTases (AtAAPT1 and AtAAPT2) actually had a higher preference for CDP-choline than for
Figure 3.5 Southern blot analysis of the *EPT* gene in the genome of *C. reinhardtii* wild type strain 137C and the *EPT* gene structure. (A) Genomic DNA was digested by *EcoRI* (lane 1), *EcoRV* (lane 2), *HindIII* (lane 3), *XmnI* (lane 4), *PvuII* (lane 5), *PstI* (lane 6) and *XhoI* (lane 7), separated on a 0.8% agarose gel, transferred to a Nytran membrane, and hybridized to a radiolabeled 1.1-kb probe from PCR of the coding region of *EPT* cDNA. (B) Genomic structure of the *C. reinhardtii EPT* gene. The seven exons are labeled E1-E7. The GenBank accession number is AY375473.
CDP-ethanolamine (Dewey et al., 1994; Goode and Dewey, 1999). As shown in Figure 3.6, the yeast mutant strain RK-ec, deficient in both EPT1 and CPT1 activities, was complemented in colonies from cells transformed with the pDB-EPT construct, while the RK-ec strain without transformation and the RK-ec transformed with empty vector pDB20 had no detectable cholinephosphotransferase activity. Cholinephosphotransferase activity was clearly observed, as a positive control, using a wild type strain of yeast, KT1115. TLC assays of the chloroform-methanol extracted radiolabeled PC from the filter paper demonstrated that more than 95% of the radiolabeled PC product co-migrated with a PC standard (data not shown).

c. Inhibition of EPT by CDP-aminoalcohols and CMP

Accumulated evidence indicates that in higher plants a single enzyme is responsible for both ethanolaminephosphotransferase and cholinephosphotransferase activities (Sparace et al., 1981; Justin et al., 1985; Dewey et al., 1994; Goode and Dewey, 1999). In these studies, it has been demonstrated that both CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine competitively inhibit ethanolaminephosphotransferase and cholinephosphotransferase activities. This also appears to be true for *C. reinhardtii*, since CDP-choline was clearly incorporated into yeast cells expressing the *C. reinhardtii* EPT gene, as visualized by the colony autoradiographic assay (Figure 3.6).

In order to further define this variable substrate specificity, we tested the effects of unlabeled CDP-ethanolamine and CDP-choline on radiolabeled CDP-choline incorporation into PC catalyzed by phosphotransferase contained in microsomal membranes purified from yeast RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT. Microsomal membranes prepared from the yeast strains RK1115, RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT
along with *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (*mt*), were assayed for PC biosynthesis using [$^{14}$C]-CDP-choline and reduction of CDP-choline incorporation by addition of unlabeled competitive substrates. The results clearly demonstrated that increasing concentrations of either unlabeled CDP-choline or CDP-ethanolamine reduced the synthesis of radiolabeled PC in microsomes from yeast KT1115, RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT and *C. reinhardtii* (Figure 3.7). When microsomal membranes from *C. reinhardtii* were similarly tested, the results were comparable to those using microsomal membranes from the yeast strain RK-ec expressing the *C. reinhardtii EPT* gene (Figure 3.7B and 3.7C). In contrast, in the yeast strain KT1115 a reduction in formation of radiolabeled PC by CDP-ethanolamine was much less than that resulting from addition of CDP-choline (Figure 3.7A). The microsomal membranes from yeast RK-ec and RK-ec transformed with pDB-20 showed no detectable cholinephosphotransferase activity (data not shown). Collectively, these data support the hypothesis that the *C. reinhardtii EPT* is more similar to plant phosphotransferases in substrate preferences, which are less selective, than it is to the enzyme from other sources, particularly yeast (Sparace et al., 1981; Dewey et al., 1994; Goode and Dewey, 1999; Hjelmstad and Bell, 1991b).

The effects of increasing concentrations of the water-soluble product of the EPT-catalyzed reaction, CMP, on the cholinephosphotransferase activity of microsomes from yeast KT1115, RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT and *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (*mt*) were tested. Increasing CMP concentration resulted in a decrease in the cholinephosphotransferase activity of microsomal membranes from both yeast RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT expressing *C. reinhardtii EPT* and *C. reinhardtii* cells in a similar manner (Figure 3.8). On the other hand, yeast KT1115 microsomes responded
Figure 3.6 Colony autoradiographic assays for CPT activity in yeast. Yeast strain KT1115 and RK-ec transformed with pDB20 served as positive and negative controls, respectively. Yeast colonies of all strains used here were grown on YP-Glucose medium containing glucose as the sole carbon source. Filters were exposed to X-ray film at -80°C for 4 days before development.
Figure 3.7 Effect of CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine on the incorporation of $[^{14}\text{C}]$-CDP-choline into PC by *C. reinhardtii* EPT and yeast EPT/CPT enzymes. Microsomal membranes were prepared from yeast strains of KT1115, RK-ec:: pDB-EPT and *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (mt$^{-}$) as described in “Materials and Methods”. Enzymatic assays for cholinephosphotransferase were carried out for microsomal membranes at increasing concentrations of unlabeled CDP-ethanolamine (■) or unlabeled CDP-choline (▲). (A) Yeast strain KT1115. (B) Yeast strain RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT. (C) *C. reinhardtii* strain CC-406 cw15 (mt$^{-}$).
much less to increasing concentrations of CMP than did yeast RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT or *C. reinhardttii* EPT. These results indicate that the algal enzyme is different from that of the yeast, and that the *C. reinhardttii* EPT was not altered in the yeast cells with respect to its substrate preference and sensitivity to CMP.

**Discussion**

Plants, animals and fungi have different types of AAPTases involved in the final step of the nucleotide pathways for PE and PC biosynthesis. In animals and yeast, it appears that two independent AAPTases primarily use different substrates, CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine, for synthesis of PC and PE, respectively (Bell and Coleman, 1980; Percy et al., 1984; Hjelmstad and Bell, 1990, 1991a, 1991b). In higher plants, some evidence indicates that the final step in the Kennedy pathway of PC and PE biosynthesis is catalyzed by a single enzyme, while other evidence supports the involvement of separate enzymes in this process (Macher and Mudd, 1974; Lord, 1975; Dykes et al., 1976; Harwood, 1976; Sparace et al., 1981; Justin et al., 1985; Goode and Dewey, 1999).

Indirect evidence has been of particular importance to the above conclusions, particularly the observations that a single enzyme can use both CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine to synthesize PC and PE, respectively, and that either CDP-choline or CDP-ethanolamine could serve as competitive inhibitors of the other’s incorporation in EPT- and CPT-catalyzed reactions. In addition, in higher plants it has been shown that two additional CDP-ethanolamine analogs, CDP-methylethanolamine and CDP-dimethylethanolamine, may also serve as substrates for these same enzymes, leading to
Figure 3.8 Effect of CMP on the incorporation of [14C]-CDP-choline into PC by *C. reinhardtii* EPT and yeast EPT/CPT enzymes. Enzymatic assays for cholinephosphotransferase were conducted in the presence of increasing concentrations of CMP and incubated at 30°C for 20 min. Relative activity in percentage is expressed in comparison to a reaction that does not contain CMP. Activities of 100% were 57.4, 10.4 and 15.2 nmol min⁻¹ g⁻¹ protein for microsomal membranes prepared from yeast KT1115 (●), RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT (▲) and *C. reinhardtii* CC-406 cw15 (mt⁻) (■), respectively.
production of phosphatidylmethylethanolamine and phosphatidyldimethylethanolamine, which may then be converted to PC by \(N\)-methyltransferases (Prud’homme and Moore, 1992). The major pathways of PC synthesis appear to be different among the various species of higher plants that have been studied, including soybean, \textit{Lemna paucicostata}, carrot and castor bean endosperm. In soybean CDP-methylethanolamine appears to be the primary substrate of AAPTase in production of PC, while in \textit{Lemna paucicostata} and castor bean endosperm the major substrate is CDP-choline, and in carrot all three CDP-aminoacohols, methylethanolamine, dimethylethanolamine and choline, are involved in the biosynthesis of PC (Datko and Mudd, 1988a, 1988b; Prud’homme and Moore, 1992).

The current investigation was initiated because \textit{C. reinhardtii} synthesizes no PC, but does produce PE. This simplifies all interpretations and allows a more direct observation of the activity of EPT itself. Interestingly, the EPT enzyme of \textit{C. reinhardtii} has very high cholinephosphotransferase activity, as demonstrated by its use of \([^{14}\text{C}]\)-CDP-choline in the colony autoradiographic assays and the inhibition assays with CDP-aminoalcohols and CMP. This result is similar to those obtained when the soybean \textit{AAPTI} gene was expressed in the same yeast strain, RK-ec (Dewey et al., 1994). Since both CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine reduced \([^{14}\text{C}]\)-CDP-choline incorporation into \([^{14}\text{C}]\)-PC when added to a reaction mixture containing microsomal membranes from transformed strain RK-ec with pDB-EPT or \textit{C. reinhardtii}, it is clear that the EPT enzymes can utilize either substrate well. By contrast, the yeast KT1115, which possesses both EPT1 and CPT1, demonstrated differential effects of CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine on \([^{14}\text{C}]\)-PC biosynthesis in that inhibition by CDP-ethanolamine was much less than that by CDP-choline. This response is undoubtedly complex, however,
due to the presence of the two separate phosphotransferases, as well as differences in their respective total activities and substrate affinities (Hjelmstad and Bell, 1987, 1988).

Yeast mutant strains deficient in either EPT1 or CPT1 activity due to single mutations in the EPT1 and CPT1 loci have been characterized in similar competition assays with CDP-choline and CDP-ethanolamine (Dewey et al., 1994). We have found that the inhibition patterns from KT1115, RK-ec transformed with pDB-EPT and C. reinhardtii differ significantly from those yeast single mutant strains deficient in either EPT1 or CPT1. More specifically, the cholinephosphotransferase activity of yeast deficient in CPT1 and EPT1, but transformed with the C. reinhardtii EPT gene, demonstrates different susceptibilities to CDP-ethanolamine or CDP-choline than do yeast mutants expressing either the CPT1 or EPT1 genes. It was also demonstrated that the cholinephosphotransferase activity from yeast EPT1 in the mutant strain HJ110, which was deficient in CPT1 activity but contained normal EPT1 activity, was reduced to a greater degree by CDP-ethanolamine than by CDP-choline at any concentration when compared with the soybean AAPT1-encoded enzyme (Dewey et al., 1994). The yeast mutant HJ729, deficient in EPT1 but with normal CPT1 activity, had no reduction in incorporation of CDP-choline as a result of adding nonradioactive CDP-ethanolamine (Dewey et al., 1994). The inhibition profile of [14C]-CDP-choline incorporation by the C. reinhardtii EPT gene was similar to that observed with soybean AAPT1; that is, the cholinephosphotransferase activity of cEPT was inhibited to a slightly greater extent by CDP-choline than by CDP-ethanolamine in the transformed yeast system.

In summary, the C. reinhardtii EPT is clearly different from the yeast EPT1 or CPT1. Of the two yeast enzymes, the C. reinhardtii EPT appears more closely related to
the yeast EPT1, which also has both ethanolaminephosphotransferase and cholinephosphotransferase activities. However, one difference between the two enzymes is that the EPT1 of CPT1-deficient yeast demonstrated a higher specificity for CDP-ethanolamine than for CDP-choline, but \textit{C. reinhardtii} EPT demonstrated about equal specificities. Since \textit{C. reinhardtii} does not contain PC, this very high native cholinephosphotransferase activity of the \textit{EPT} gene product may provide interesting information for studying the evolution of \textit{C. reinhardtii} and other algal species.

The information reported here from cloning and characterization of the \textit{C. reinhardtii EPT} cDNA will provide a basis for further studies on the structure and regulation of the gene coding for the enzyme catalyzing the final step in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway of PE biosynthesis, and the enzyme itself. In addition, the \textit{EPT} cDNA will allow more specific investigations of substrate specificities and kinetics of the enzyme of an algal species, providing reference information for understanding and investigating the regulation of the Kennedy pathway for both PC and PE biosynthesis in plants and animals. Finally, such studies will facilitate evolutionary studies by elucidating the changes in and roles of phospholipid composition, and its regulation, during growth and development.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

*Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* has no PC or PS in its membranes. However, it does have PE and a CDP-ethanolamine pathway is present for its biosynthesis. Since a single copy of the *ECT* gene is found in the genome of the green alga, there is no other isoform of ECT in *C. reinhardtii* cells. This situation makes the *C. reinhardtii* a valid system for studying the *ECT* gene structure, function and regulation independent of the PC and PS synthesis pathways that are interrelated with those of PE in other organisms. The present study proved an effective system which allowed for simple and convenient gene isolation, enzyme assays and data interpretation.

A search of the available *C. reinhardtii* genomic database indicates that the absence of PC is due to the lack of the genes that encode the enzymes of the biosynthetic pathway for PC. No genes coding for the three enzymes in the CDP-choline pathway of PC biosynthesis, choline kinase, CTP: phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase and cholinephosphotransferase, are found in the genome of *C. reinhardtii*. However, the absence of the CDP-choline pathway for PC synthesis may be due to the absence of only a single enzyme, CTP: phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase, which catalyzes the second step of the pathway, since it is possible that the first and the last step in both the CDP-choline pathway and the CDP-ethanolamine pathway may be catalyzed by the same enzyme as demonstrated in mammalian and plant cells (Ishidate, 1997; Lord, 1975; Goode and Dewey, 1999). The third enzyme of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in *C. reinhardtii*, EPT, has proven to be capable of catalyzing PC synthesis using CDP-choline as a substrate (Moore et al., 2001). The lack of PC and presence of PE in *C. reinhardtii*
may be useful for further study of the phospholipid biosynthesis and regulation.

To date there have been no reports of multiple isoforms of ECT in any organism that has been studied. By contrast, the analogous enzyme, CCT, in the CDP-choline pathway occurs in three isoforms (alpha, beta1, beta2) in mammalian cells and their regulatory mechanisms appear different (Clement and Kent, 1999). This indicates that the regulation of ECT may be different from that of CCT, and that the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for PE synthesis is regulated independently of the CDP-choline pathway for PC biosynthesis (Vermeulen et al., 1997; Vance, 2003). Several early studies proposed that ECT catalyzes the rate-limiting step of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway (Sundler and Akesson, 1975; Tijburg et al., 1987) although it remains possible that the other step in the pathway may also be regulated. It also has been suggested, on the basis of theoretical considerations, that both the first reaction catalyzed by ethanolamine kinase, and the second catalyzed by ECT, could be regulated in rat liver (Infante, 1977). Some evidence supports such a model, such as in hamster heart the ethanolamine kinase (EK) activity regulates the flux of ethanolamine through the CDP-ethanolamine pathway (McMaster and Choy, 1992). Furthermore, the overexpression of EK in human COS-7 cells results in a 170-fold increase in ethanolamine kinase-specific activity and accelerates the rate of labeled ethanolamine incorporation into PE as a function of the ethanolamine concentration in the culture medium, indicating that ethanolamine kinase can be a rate-controlling step in PE biosynthesis (Lykidis et al., 2001).

The current investigation did not study EK in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway. The studies of EK gene and its product may be a logical extension of the work described here. A putative gene coding for EK is found in the genome of C. reinhardtii. The
availability of the *C. reinhardtii* genomic database makes it possible to locate the chromosomal positions of the three genes encoding EK, ECT and EPT enzymes involved in CDP-ethanolamine pathway. The *EK* gene appears in a different scaffold from the *ECT* and *EPT* genes, which are close to each other in a separate scaffold (Figure 4.1). The *EK* gene also appears in a different linkage group from the *ECT* and *EPT* genes. Therefore, it is likely that the *EK* gene is in a different chromosome from the *ECT* and *EPT* genes. The distance between the ECT and EPT genes (about 46 kb) is too far for the two genes to be interrelated in regulation on the chromosome. Therefore, it is unlikely that the three genes coding for the three enzymes in CDP-ethanolamine pathway are coordinately regulated on the chromosome.

The present study demonstrated that ECT may be regulated at both the transcriptional and posttranslational levels. This is the first evidence for ECT regulation at the transcriptional level. Limited cases for the transcriptional regulation of a similar enzyme, CCT in the CDP-choline pathway, have been reported in mammalian cells. In these studies, it was observed that *CCT* mRNA increased mainly due to the stabilization of *CCT* mRNA (Tessner et al., 1991) and that an increase in expression of a phosphatidylethanolamine *N*-methyltransferase resulted in decreased levels of CCT mRNA (Garbay and Cassagne, 1994). A number of studies have shown that the CDP-choline pathway can be regulated at the level of CCT activity (Clement and Kent, 1999). The major regulation of CCT in the CDP-choline pathway has been the translocation of the enzyme between ER membranes, where CCT is in an active membrane-bound form, and the cytoplasm, where CCT is in a soluble inactive form (Kent, 1990; Vance, 1996; Cornell and Northwood, 2000). This translocation of CCT between the ER and
Figure 4.1 Locations of EK, ECT and EPT genes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii genome. EK: ethanolamine kinase, ECT: CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase, EPT: ethanolaminephosphotransferase.
cytoplasm has been shown to be mediated by a number of factors such as the PC content in the membranes, phosphorylation-dephosphorylation of the CCT protein, and concentrations of diacylglycerol (Clement and Kent, 1999). However, no evidence has been provided to show that the ECT enzyme activity can be regulated in a similar manner although several studies reported that cytosolic ECT can partially associate with ER membranes (Vermeulen et al., 1993; van Hellemond et al., 1994). In addition, in contrast to CCT, the activity of ECT is not regulated by lipids (Vermeulen et al., 1993). One remaining possibility is that the regulation of ECT occurs by a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation cycle, but no investigations have been conducted to determine if ECT can be phosphorylated in vivo. Another possible factor is the concentration of diacylglycerol in the cells since it is the substrate of the ECT enzyme and its presence may be under control of fatty acid availability. It has been observed that diacylglycerol may limit the rate of PE biosynthesis by the CDP-ethanolamine pathway under certain conditions (Tijburg et al., 1989a).

Since the final enzyme in this pathway, EPT, is an integral microsomal enzyme, reversible binding of ECT to the ER membranes could play a key role in the regulation of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in some organisms. In this study, it was observed that most ECT activity is in the mitochondrial fraction of the C. reinhardtii cells, which is consistent with the presence of a signaling sequence in the protein. This does not rule out a possibility that some ECT may also be in cytoplasm where it functions in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for PE synthesis by providing the substrate for the third enzyme that is located in the ER. Most previous studies of ECT in mammalian cells suggest that ECT is basically a cytoplasmic enzyme and may be associated with ER membranes for
PE production in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway (Vermeulen et al., 1993; van Hellemond et al., 1994). Studies of ECT in castor bean endosperm indicated that ECT is mainly associated with mitochondria, but also occurs in the ER (Wang and Moore, 1991; Tang and Moore, 1997). The mitochondrial location of ECT in plants and *C. reinhardtii* suggests a possibility that ECT plays a role in some other cellular processes other than its catalytic function in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for PE biosynthesis. However, whether ECT is located in the cytoplasm of mammalian cells or in mitochondria of plant cells, it is essential that CDP-ethanolamine be moved to the ER to perform its function in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway, since the third enzyme of the pathway, EPT, is clearly localized in ER membranes. Here, based on the potential locations of ECT and EPT in *C. reinhardtii* cells and previous studies of ECT in mammals and plants, a working model is proposed for the PE biostynthesis in *C. reinhardtii* (Figure 4.2). In this model, the ECT translocates between the mitochondria and ER to participate in the CDP-ethanolamine pathway for PE biosynthesis. The final step is catalyzed by the EPT found in the endoplasmic reticulum, and such shuttling would bring production of the CDPethanolamine into proximity to the EPT. The translocation of ECT between the two organelles could be regulated by a number of factors such as the PE content of the membranes, phosphorylation of the protein, diacylglycerol level of the cells, oxidation-reduction status of the mitochondria, etc. At present, however, no evidence is available for any of these possibilities.

This study has provided information for elucidating the gene structure, function and regulation of two enzymes of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in *C. reinhardtii*, ECT and EPT. The results obtained here will allow further investigations on the regulatory
Figure 4.2 A working model for a translocation mechanism of ECT within *C. reinhardtii* cells. Eth, ethanolamine; P-Eth, phosphoethanolamine; CDP-Eth, CDP-ethanolamine; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; DAG, diacylglycerol; ppi, pyrophosphate; EK, ethanolamine kinase; ECT, CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase; EPT, ethanolaminephosphotransferase; PM, plasma membrane; RER, rough endoplasmic reticulum; mitoch, mitochondria.
mechanisms for the two enzymes and contribute to our understanding of the physiological significance and regulation of the CDP-ethanolamine pathway in both PC and PE biosynthesis in plants and animals during growth and development.
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Table A1 EST clones obtained from searching the *C. reinhardtii* EST database using the CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase (ECT) protein sequences of *H. sapiens* and *R. norvegicus*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contig 1</th>
<th>Contig 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GenBank accession number</td>
<td>Clone number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI721203</td>
<td>1031054F02.y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI997738</td>
<td>1031051F03.y2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI720717</td>
<td>1031051F03.y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI728951</td>
<td>1031102E12.y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI718796</td>
<td>1031031E02.y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI995895</td>
<td>1031031E02.x2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5´ UTR and partial coding: 175 a.a
start codon:  ATG

3´ UTR and partial coding: 135 a.a
stop codon:  TGA
### Table A2 The accession numbers of nucleotide and protein sequences of \naminoolcoholphosphotransferase (EPT) genes of various organisms in GenBank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>cDNA</th>
<th>Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. reinhardtii</td>
<td>EPT</td>
<td>AY375472</td>
<td>AAQ83686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>CPT/EPT</td>
<td>AF068302</td>
<td>AAD25170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. musculus</td>
<td>CPT/EPT</td>
<td>BC021753</td>
<td>AAH21753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
<td>CPT1</td>
<td>J05203</td>
<td>AAA63571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
<td>EPT1</td>
<td>M59331</td>
<td>AAA63572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. thaliana</td>
<td>AtAAP1</td>
<td>AF091843</td>
<td>AAC61768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. thaliana</td>
<td>AtAAP2</td>
<td>AF091844</td>
<td>AAC61769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. rapa</td>
<td>AAP1</td>
<td>U96713</td>
<td>AAB53764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. max</td>
<td>AAP1</td>
<td>U12735</td>
<td>AAA67719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A3 Summary of the CTP: phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase (ECT) gene structure in the *C. reinhardtii* genome (GenBank accession number AY266140).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Length (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5´ UTR</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exons (10)</td>
<td>(2039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon1</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon2</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon3</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon4</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon5</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon7</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon8</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon9</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon10</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introns (9)</td>
<td>(1922)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron1</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron2</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron3</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron4</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron5</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron6</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron7</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron9</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3´ UTR</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A4 Summary of the ethanolaminephosphotransferase (EPT) gene structure in the *C. reinhardtii* genome (GenBank accession number AY375473).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Length (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5´ UTR</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exons (7)</td>
<td>(1952)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon1</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon2</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon3</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon4</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon5</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon6</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon7</td>
<td>906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introns (6)</td>
<td>(1427)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron1</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron2</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron3</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron4</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron5</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron6</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3´ UTR</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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